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PREFACE

This report fulfills the requirement for a final report as specified

in the Work Statement of Contract DAHC15-73-C-0074.
An earlier study

(completed under contract DAHC15-73-C-O137)

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Director of Defense Research and Engineering

entitled "The Strategic Competition:

for the

(Net Technical Assessment)

Perceptions and Response," presented

evidence of numerous misconceptions about the strategic arms competition.
Much of the evidence for the misconceptions was published by Albert Wohlstetter
in the summer and fall

(1974)

issues of Foreign Policy.

The responses to

these articles provided us with a vehicle to answer the question of how we
continually manage to confuse ourselves.

These responses neatly illustrate

many of the very errors that have blinded us to developments that should

i

i

have been plain to see.

In this report we focus on the mechanisms by which

these misconceptions manage to survive in the face of contradictory evidence.
This rfeport also provides occasion to present new evidence and anal

ysis on United States strategic budgets and on the intelligence predictions
of Soviet strategic forces.

Appendix A presents a detailed analysis of the

perceived versus actual trends in U.S.
strategic program.

In addition,

defense budgets with emphasis on the

this Appendix examines the historical rela

tionship between direct and indirect strategic forces cost,
the difficulties encountered by defense analysts who attempt

and discusses
to estimate

alternative strategic programs.

Appendix B extends our statistical analysis of the long and short term
Secretary of Defense predictions done in our earlier study.

A number of

statistical tests are performed using the predictions of future Soviet deploy
ment of ICBMs,

SLMs and bombers contained in the posture statements by the
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Secretary of Defense in order to determine whether the forecasts were under
or overestimates of actual Soviet deployments, and to determine whether these
forecasts exhibited any improvement in their accuracy during the sixties.
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METHODS THAT OBSCURE AND METHODS THAT
CLARIFY THE STRATEGIC COMPETITION

We have all been waiting fof the Great Debate on strategic arms so

widely heralded a year ago.

Shall we stop "the nuclear arms race" by fore

going weapons improvements?

Shall we at least "slow down the endless spiral

producing ever newer, better, deadlier and costlier weapons?"
continue the race,

Or shall we

restoring strategic equilibrium at increasingly higher

force levels with each succeeding round of competition?

never seems to get underway.

This is not surprising.

Somehow the debate

The debaters grope

for each other in the dark and the dark is so obscure one has trouble even
recognizing oneself.

The very terms of discussion make it impossible to

resolve or define differences.

It is rather hard to conduct any debate at

all, much less a great debate, when language is used evasively or so loosely

as to have almost no relation to the world it is supposed to describe.
Contrast what has been happening to strategic forces and what we say
has been happening.

First, what has happened?

U.S.

spending on strategic forces has been

falling drastically and for a very extended period.
years from 1956-1975 that we have studied,

During the 20 fiscal

the strategic program budget

in real terms fell from a plateau at the end of the 1950s that was three and
a half times the present size.

After the U.S.

technologies of fusion and rocketry,
8% a year.

introduced the revolutionary

strategic spending fell at the rate of

Moreover the strategic force has decreased in megatonnage and in

the total area that it could subject to structural damage.

The net effects

of the major innovations made in the strategic force in the 1960s were to
reduce not only its cost, but also its indiscriminate destructiveness,

its instability or vulnerability to attack.

and
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For many years the Soviet Union has been steadily increasing its

strategic budgets and its strategic offense deployments, and has carried
on a wide-ranging program to deploy new systems; many more than the United

States.

For over a decade beginning in the early 1960s, we systematically

expected the Soviets to deploy fewer offense vehicles than they did.

Meanwhile what do we say has been happening?

We have been telling

ourselves that we chronically overestimate what the Russians will eventually

deploy,

that "worst case" analysis drives our strategic spending in an

upward spiral,

that this,

in a chain of action-reaction, has pushed the

Russians into racing with us.

If we do not cap the dangerous and expensive

piling up of arms, we will bring ourselves closer to the ultimate disaster
of nuclear war.

In particular, we have been saying that continuing innova

tion (especially when the new arms are capable of destroying adversary forces
rather than only population) has spurred us to ever higher levels of spending,
destructiveness and instability.

On such crucial matters, how can we keep repeating obvious untruths
without embarrassment?

The question is important.

of Defense policies who believed,

overestimated the Soviet "threat."

for instance,

It was not just the critics

that the U.S.

consistently

This belief was held by many within the

Defense and Intelligence communities.

And if those who prepared the esti

mates did not actually believe they were overestimates, why were they unaware

that they or their predecessors had actually been consistently underestimating?

Our previous work for NTA* presented evidence of numerous misconcep
tions about the strategic competition.

Here we focus on the mechanisms by

which these misconceptions manage to survive in the face of contradictory

*"The Strategic Competition:
Perceptions and Response," completed under
Contract DAHC-15-73-C-0137 for Department of Defense, Research and Engineering
(Net Technical Assessment), December, 1974.

-3evidence.

This report also provides a useful occasion to reconsider strategic

competition and to present new evidence and analysis on subjects covered in
the earlier work.

Much of the evidence for the misconceptions was published by Albert Wohlstetter in the summer and fall of 1974.*

Many of the responses to these articles

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

can help answer the question of how we continually manage to confuse ourselves.

'

For they neatly illustrate many of the very errors that have blinded us to

developments that should have been plain to see.

We could only suggest

:L

\\

earlier some particulars as to how we came persistently to miss what was

happening.

The critics have been good enough to confirm these hypotheses.

:J

■

j

\

;;

|

It is fascinating that critics of the published work even now, in the
•

face of much detailed evidence,

U.S.

find it hard to see what has happened to

and Soviet strategic forces and to U.S.

forecasts of Soviet forces.

We can understand why we have difficulty in discerning alternative

futures,

in correcting our forecasts as we go along, and in choosing our future
course,

if we cannot get even our recent past straight.

In what follows, we will be dealing with such points of substance as

were raised in the comments by Paul Warnke, Michael Nacht, and Morton Halperin
and Jeremy Stone.**

But we will do this in the course of discussing issues

about arms competition and the principal methods for blurring our perception
of that competition.

We will refer only briefly to the very useful comments

of Paul Nitze and Johan Hoist.***

*Albert Wohlstetter, "Is There a Strategic Arms Race?" Part'I:
Foreign
Policy 15 (Summer 1974); and Part II:
Foreign Policy 16 (Fall 1974).
**Paul C. Warnke,

"Apes on a Treadmill," Foreign Policy,

18 (Spring 1975)

pp. 12-29; Michael L. Nacht, "The Delicate Balance of Error," Foreign
Policy,

19

(Summer 1975)

pp.

"Comment," Foreign Policy, 16
***Paul Nitze,

163-177;

Morton H.

(Fall 1974) pp.

"Comment," Foreign Policy,

16

Jorgen Hoist, "What Is Really Going on?"
pp.

155-163.

Halperin and Jeremy J.

Stone,

88-92.

(Fall 1974)

pp.

82-83; Johan

Foreign Policy, 19 (Summer 1975)
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Nacht has a few points of substance on which he has spent a consider
able amount of time presenting and examining evidence:

on U.S. forecasts

of Soviet ICBM deployments, on some physical measurements of U.S. strategic
forces and on U.S. strategic budgets and overhead.
to look at data here.
rare.

We respect his effort

Such effort on defense issues is unfortunately

Each of his points of substance, however,

involves major errors—

fruitful ones nevertheless, from which something can be learned.

(He has

also made less instructive errors that xje shall not deal with here.)
The way that dogmas, especially apocalyptic ones, can be maintained

in the face of a dissonant reality, has been modeled in Leon Festinger's
classic theory of cognitive dissonance.

As we suggested, the history of Post-

Sputnik arms race theory fits the model rather well.

We mentioned in particu

lar, the initial increased proselyting for the dogma as it becomes more
obviously confounded by events.
example,

But other typical strategems also apply:

For

the attempt to save belief by reinterpretation, or by simple denial

that one has ever said it.

Illustrations appear all the time.

Jehovah's

Witnesses have recently been saying the End, once set for 1914, is very near:
in fact, October 31, 1974.

1976.

Then September 5, 1975.

Now perhaps the autumn of

And their leader now denies every having made a precise prediction.

Enough ambiguities remain to make future warnings safe for the leader, if not

for his disciples who are divesting themselves of their worldly goods.

Time

may be measured on a lunar instead of a solar calendar; counting may start from

the creation of Eve rather than Adam; each day may be 7,000 years, etc.*
Parallels are not hard

dogmas.

in present attempts to save arms race

Some of these maneuvers are classic; others are specific to the sub

ject of arms competition.
used.

to find

We'll be dealing with a rich variety of the methods

Put in the form of maxims,

they are:

*The Los Angeles Times, February 24, 1975.

"The End is Near...Maybe."

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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1.

To Save an Untenable Dogma:

(a) Change the Meaning;

(b)

Change the

Subject.

2.

To Keep from Noticing that Your Predictions Have Been Wrong:

(a) Bury Them in Statements about the Known Past;

(b) Change the Subject

again.

3.

To Ignore the Decline in Strategic Spending and in Measures of the

Indiscriminate Destructiveness of Strategic Forces:

(a)

Count Only Those

Weapons that Enter the Force and Forget All Those that Leave;

about Inflation;
Budget;

(d)

(b)

Be Casual

(c) Compare This Year's Request with Last Year's Enacted

Confuse Desires for the Long Term with Trends;

(e) Try Sinking

the Decrease by Piling on Increasing Allocations of the Unallocable.
In dealing with the second and third set,
in current polemic,

as in analysing further what actually happened and why:

the Russian increases,
of the U.S.

1.

our interest is not so much

the U.S.

failure to predict them,

and the actual course

strategic effort.

To Save an

Untenable Dogma:

Change the Meaning

Arms race dogma and rhetoric so pervade the statements on arms control
and strategic interaction by Cabinet members,
the public interest lobbies,

the Congress and its staff,

the Academy and the news media,

that it hardly

seemed necessary to document every point with a fat anthology of quotations—

"Runaway technology," "exaggerated threats," "worst case analysis," "explosive
increases," "uncapped volcanoes," "action-reaction," (what Warnke calls

"the monkey see, monkey do" phenomenon), "race to oblivian," treadmill to
nowhere," and so on and on.

Selecting a few examples out of a mass of

collected citations risked invidious and unnecessary bruising of individual
sensibilities.

It might have conveyed the false impression that only those

cited held such views.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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But, as Festinger reminds us, prophets and their disciples do deny they

said it, or meant what they said.

So now do Halperin, Stone and Nacht.

We

should have mixed feelings about the implicit abandonment of arms race dogma
by changing its meaning as it comes under attack.

We should be grateful to

see it abandoned, and reinterpretation might make that less awkward.

However,

it also increases the confusion and makes it all too easy to change back
when convenient.

Here then is a sample on points explicitly challenged.

Take the exaggerated threat—worst case dynamic.

In its more moderate

form this dogma holds that our planners have a systematic bias towards
exaggerating, expecting our adversary to do more than he does, and that they
compound this error by designing our force to meet a force greater than we

expect—a "worst plausible case."

It is this minimal, more moderate form

we showed to be in error both in reasoning and in fact, not only the

more obviously wrong extreme that talks of "invariable overestimation" or
"worst possible case."
Halperin and Stone, acting as if these arguments were just directed at

the extreme, say that Wohlstetter has erected a "strawman...by constant
repetition of the incorrect notion that arms race analysts believe in a myth

of 'invariable U.S. overestimation.1"*

It is "obviously unlikely," they

say, that "analysts believe anything is 'invariable.'"

They want quotations.

For the extreme, one can introduce the flesh and blood Jeremy Stone to

the straw Jeremy Stone, who, as Johan Hoist observes, has written:
The Department invariably exaggerates the Soviet threat to obtain

public and Congressional support for weapons that will undermine the
Soviet deterrent.

(1)

But the dogma, less or equally extreme,

is widespread:

Jerome Wiesner:
"We always underestimate our own capabilities and
overestimate those of the other fellow."
(2)

*Morton H. Halperin & Jeremy J. Stone, op_. clt., p. 88.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Leonard Rodberg:

"Even though the Soviets invariably lag far behind

these predictions,
were accurate.

our own programs go forward as if the forecasts

The result has been,

as Jerome Wiesner put it,

'...we are running an arms race with ourselves."'

that

(3)

Herbert Scoville:
"We should not again fall into the trap of peren
nial, compulsive reaction to time worn exaggerated threats."
(4)
Herbert Scoville;

"...we want to emphasize our view that the United

States characteristically has responded prematurely to exaggerated

threats as if money were no object..."
Herbert Scoville;

(5)

"It is time that we drop the double standard

that attributes to the Russians technological feats of which we are

incapable.

If we allow such remote possibilities to eat away at our

strategic policies, we shall never be released from the burden and

risks of an escalating arms race."

(6)

Leslie Gelb;
"The common practice, as I think we all know, has been
to exaggerate and over-dramatize."
(7)

Robert McNamara;

"...a strategic planner must be 'conservative'

his calculations;

that is, he must prepare for the worst plausible

case..."

in

(8)

Stanley Hoffman;
"The whole history of the postwar arias race is
one of, so to speak, preemptive escalation based on a 'worst case'

hypothesis which assumes the adversary's capacity and will to go
ahead full speed."
(9)
Paul Warnke;

"...in determining relative strategic balance,

other side, just as we do, must use worst case analysis and,

the
therefore,

they are not going to overestimate their potential and underestimate

ours.

If any,

the error will be in the other direction."

(10)*

Such a belief is distinct from, but frequently associated with,
that the U.S.

is the principal catalyst for the race.

a view

Halperin and Stone

observe sagely that the two views are distinct, but seem to have some doubts

*Jeremy Stone in

(1)

Erwin Knoll and Judith Nies McFadden,

Militarism 1970, New York:

Ballistic Missile;

The Viking Press,

Yes or No?

New York:

1969, p.

Eds., American

71.

(2)
AntiHill and Wang, 1969, pp. 13-14.

(3) Nancy Lipton and Leonard S. Rodberg, "The Missile Race—The Contest with
Ourselves," in Leonard S. Rodberg and Derek Shearer, Eds., The Pentagon
Watchers, New York:
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1970, p. 303.
(4) Fiscal Year
1972 Authorization for Military Procurement, Hearings before Committee on

Armed Services, U.S. Senate, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, Part II, May 3, 1971,
p. 1767.
(5) Department of Defense Appropriations for 1973, Hearings before
a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives,

92nd Congress, 2nd Session, Part VIII, April 27,

1972, p. 139.

(6)

"Upgrading

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

-8about the currency of

the second view as well.

We might begin the list

once more with a quote from Jeremy Stone:

The Department of Defense has become an inventor and a merchandiser of
exaggerated fears...an unscrupulous lobbyist to get the weapons to
answer these fears.
Worst of all, through the action-and-reaction pheno
menon,

its aggressive pursuit of the arms race has greatly undermined the

security of

keep up.

the nation by unnecessarily stimulating Soviet efforts

to

(1)

Edgar Bottome:
"It is my contention that with minor exceptions, the
United States had led in the development of military technology and
weapons production throughout the Cold War

The Soviet Union has

been placed in a position where all it could do was react to American
initiatives in bomber or missile building programs.
superiority,

This American

along with the highly ambitious nature of American foreign

policy, has placed the United States in a position of being fundamen

tally responsible for every major escalation
William Epstein;

of the arms race."

(2)

"American scientists seem to have the edge in

technology and to lead the way in developing new weapons, particularly

in the nuclear field, but Soviet scientists follow close behind in

the action-reaction chain."
Bernard Feld:

(3)

"History guarantees that new American technology will

certainly be followed in a short time by Soviet emulation."

(4)*

And some generally moderate writers:

Marshall Shulman:

"This commitment

to a continuing effort to achieve

and maintain technological if not numerical strategic superiority

led us to force the pace of the strategic arms race,

has

and it inescapably

leads to an uncontrolled military competition with the Soviet Union."

Missile Myths," New Republic, Oct. 9, 1971, p. 20.

(1)

(7) Hearing-Symposium before

Subcommittee on National Security Policy and Scientific Developments of the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, 92nd Congress, 2nd

Session, May 31, 1972, p. 98.
Speech, Sept.

18,

1967.

(8) "The Dynamics of Nuclear Strategy,"

(Reprinted in Department of State Bulletin, October

9, 1967, p. 445.)
(9) Strategic Arms Limitation Agreement, Hearings before
the Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session,
p. 193.
(10) Testimony before U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
July 13,

1971.

*(1) Knoll & McFadden, Eds., American Militarism 1970, op_. £it.. , p. 68.
(2) Edgar M. Bottome, The Balance of Terror:
A Guide to the Arms Race,

Boston, 1972, pp. xv-xvi^
(3) William Epstein (former Director of the U.N.
Secretariat Disarmament Division, "Will the Russians Play 'American Roulette'?"
Saturday Review World, 29 June 1974.
(4) Bernard T. Feld, "The Sorry History
of Arms Control," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. XXVI, No. 7,
September,

1970, p.

26.

-9-

John Newhouse;

"America's forces apparently served as both model and

catalyst for the Russians

Such is the action-reaction cycle as

perceived by many scientists and bureaucrats."

(2)*

Newhouse adds that other scientists argue, "It is the impulse of tech

nology, not an action-reaction cycle, that drives the arms race."

Most

scientists in our collection see the impulse coming from both the United States

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

and technology.

So, for example, Lipton and Rodberg, "...we have used our own

superior technology to drive the arms race forward."**

But the malign role of

military technology is particularly important in the dogma and deserves illus-

p

tration, especially since Nacht has had his doubts.

):

modern-day Luddite?" he has demanded in horrified disbelief.

■

I:.;
fi]

"Is Jerome Wiesner a
Perish forbid!

But since he has asked, we might contemplate the following quotation from a
committee headed by Wiesner that also included Carl Kaysen, Roswell Gilpatric,

Joseph Johnson, and Harold Stassen.
"It is, after all, the continuing competition to perfect and deploy
new armaments that absorbs quantities of time,

energy and resources that
no static strategic environment would demand; that exacerbates U.S. and
Soviet relations with unreal considerations of strategic advantage or
disadvantage; that keeps political leaders in both great powers offbalance and ill-prepared for far-reaching agreements; that fixes the
attention of both sides on the most threatening aspects of the opposing
posture; and, especially, that provides heightened risks of a violent
spasm of procurement—one spurring to new levels the cost, distrust, and
the explosive dangers of an unending competition in arms."
(Italics
added.)***

The "explosive dangers" feared, Wiesner makes clear elsewhere, involve

"an ever-increasing likelihood of war so disastrous that civilization...

*(1) Strategic Arms Limitation Agreement, Hearings before the Committee on
Foreign Relations, U.S.

Senate,

92nd Congress,

2nd Session, p.

(2) John Newhouse, Cold Dawn, The Story of SALT.

and Winston, 1973, p.

**Nancy

New York:

193.

Holt, Rinehart

133.

Lipton & Leonard S. Rodberg, op_. cit., p. 303.

***White House Conference on International Cooperation, National Citizen's
Commission Report of the Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament, Nov. 28Dec.

1,

1965.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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will be eradicated."*

Anyone who holds that military innovation has a

bad effect (our definition of a Luddite in the military field)—let alone
the effect of ultimate catastrophe—should want to impose general restraints
on it.

So Professor York;

"The recent small successes in controlling the quan-

titative side of the arms race also call for renewed efforts to control
the qualitative side, to slow down the rate of weapons innovation, and
hence to reduce the frequency of introduction of even more complex
and threatening weapons."**

Examples could be multiplied.

But we need not leave Nacht's own

Cambridge. Consider:

j

•
j

Kistiakowsky and Rathjens:
"...any understanding that slowed the rate of
development and change of strategic systems would have an effect in the

right direction."

j

(1)

j

j

Consider Harvey Brooks, who argues that "The most promising lines of

action for controlling the qualitative arms race probably lie in mutually

!

agreed limitations on testing," but suggests also agreements to forego speciI

fie improvements and general declarations against destabilizing developments,

even if both would be hard to interpret or verify—particularly "in closed
societies."

(2)

Even unverifiable agreements would provide arguments in

internal bureaucratic debate to those who oppose such developments—at
least in open socieities.

Or, consider Paul Doty:
"...technological restraints, to be negotiable
and effective, must be introduced early in the development of a system.

However, even better would be the adoption of a generalized set of
restraints that would slow the whole development and deployment pro
cess."

^Foreword, p.

(3)***

14,

to Donald G. Brennan,

National Security, New York:

Ed., Arms Control, Disarmament and

George Braziller,

1961.

**Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, XXIX, March 1973, p. 4.

**ft(l) Scientific American, 222, No. 1, Jan., 1970, p. 27; (2) "The Military
Innovation System and the Qualitative Arms Race," revised draft distri
buted at Aspen Conference on Arms Control, August, 1974; (3) Testimony

before the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Sept. 12, 1974.

j
j

i
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All of these would have an effect in the right direction,

if you accept

the Luddite presumption that qualitative change has a net bias towards

making strategic forces more costly, more indiscriminately destructive, more
vulnerable and harder to control.

But if you reject that presumption,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

you would not call for slowing things down generally.

i:i

!|
r<

I,
■i

then

Nor would you confine

yourself merely to stopping or slowing down "unfavorable" developments
(always a good idea).

You would actively encourage and speed

ment of technologies that reduce costs,

the develop-

increase discriminateness, make force

less vulnerable and easier to control.

; ]

i'j
■

We presented evidence that whatever the false starts and mistakes in
detail, the net effects of our major technological choices from the fifties

to the present were exactly the reverse of the Luddite stereotype.
ized restraints would have been a bad idea.

General

Neither that evidence nor the

study itself implies a blueprint for the size and composition of the U.S.
strategic budgets,

forces and weapons.

That is another subject.

Our first

study had to do with clearing the way of dogmas that predetermine policy
choices or foreclose debate on them.

Paul Warnke complains that we did not discuss "Whether what we are

doing in this field is either necessary or even desirable."*
has the opposite complaint:

Michael Nacht

our supposed advocacy of what we think desirable.

Both Warnke and Nacht would save the dogma by changing the subject.

*Paul Warnke, ££.

cit., p.

13.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Changing the Subject

Theories of the strategic race, we explained, have been "blunt
instruments...in weapons debate—not analysis," but "words wildly aimed to

counter some equally misleading slogans by proponents of increased budgets."*
They muddle choice.

Hoist, a keen foreign observer of the American debate,

notes how the debaters replace concrete consideration of specific weapons

systems with appeals to highly general, but specious "iron laws."**
Forces of Righteousness smite the Forces of Evil.

The

They do not persuade thea.

Reflection on the meaning and truth of such "iron laws," contrary to

Warnke, is more than semantics.

The distinction between an "arms race" and

"arms competition," for example, has to do with choice among policies.

ally speaking, one wants to stop an arms race.
in the same way of stopping arms competition?

Gener

But does it make sense to talk
People do—even as they begin

to understand the errors of fact and reasoning in action-reaction theories

about a spiraling race.

They abandon some of the overheated rhetoric, but

retain the assumptions.

The frenetic phrase "arms race" suggests a rapid expansion of forces

and budgets.

Only rarely does a government justifiably "race" in this sense.

So, for example, the British started "racing" in the late 1930s when they
realized belatedly that, in spite of their best efforts at negotiation, a

war with Hitler was likely.

They had good reason then for increasing their

budgets quickly to produce fighter and bombardment aircraft, for pushing the

development of radar and its application to air defense, etc.
*Albert Wohlstetter, £p_. cit. , Part I, p. 5
**Johan Hoist, op_.

cit., p.

160.

Their fears
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were just.

Fortunately, such occasions are rare.

On the other hand, if

the phrase "arms race" means an explosive competition based on exaggerated

fears of opposing threats, then plainly one would want to limit or stop that.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

In replacing the word "race" with "competition," one ought also to

1/.

replace what is implicit in the talk of a "race."

In a competition the

competing states have some objectives in common, as well as others that are
opposed; but in the time period relevant for decisions on arms, these

clashing aims may not be reconcilable by negotiation, and the prospect of
actual fighting may be genuine.

Then it is simply prudent for preparations

to reflect the possibility of battle, and the likely kinds and numbers of

adversary forces that would be involved.

A tribe of aborigines (or a more

advanced tribe), preparing to do battle with bushmen, would do well to have
the right kinds and numbers of shields, spears, darts, etc.

These would not

work very well as preparation for a conflict with an adversary armed and ready
to use nuclear weapons.

A prudent government will use technology to get enough appropriate
weapons as cheaply as possible to frustrate a likely adversary in an actual

clash of arms.

It will, in short, compete.

Part of this process of competing

will be to improve the efficiency of its weapons, as rapidly as is economic.

This leaves open the question of whether any specific improvement in techniqueslow or fast-will provoke an adversary feedback that only makes things worse.

A student of arms competition will not make the automatic assumption endemic
in arms race theory that worsening is chronically the result.

All of this

is straightforward stuff for serious analysts of the

relations among states.

Nonetheless, the covert assumptions of much arms

race theorizing since the middle of the 19th century has been that if there

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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were no arms there would be no non-negotiable clashes of interest among

states;

no state would threaten the independence of any other; and it is only the
introduction of arms that generates the possibility,

of fighting.

and indeed

the likelihood

Men who. would reject such a proposition baldly stated, may

nonetheless assume it when ruled by the metaphor.

Then they talk easily of

"stopping" or "curbing" or "slowing" the competition.
to stop or curb an arras race.

We do not,

• or curb a competition in arms,

We want, in general,

however, want in general,

to stop

tlot so long as we cannot rule out armed

conflict.

After Warnke concedes grudgingly that some facts do damage the arms
race figures of speech,

that metaphor takes only one and a half narrow pages

to display its formidable power to mislead him.

He talks of our continuing

"to spend these steadily increasing billions" and of our "formula for endless

escalation in defense costs."*
the U.S.

Indeed Warnke is so seized by the idea that

strategic budget and the defense budget as a whole have been steadily

climbing,

that he doesn't notice that we painstakingly documented a

drastic fall in the Strategic Program Budget in real

years.

terms over the last 14

(The defense budget as a whole has been declining for a shorter time—

since 1968.)

He understands us to be saying that the U.S. and the Soviet

Union have both been increasing strategic spending, but at different rates.

Running at different speeds, he thinks, might still be a race.

However,

we have been moving not only at different speeds, but in opposite directions.
If that doesn't do lethal damage to the figure of speech, nothing will.

*Paul C.

Warnke,

o^. ^it.,

p.

14.
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Warnke's view of military policy and budget priorities, here and in a
report to Congress of that name,* is badly dimmed by some very cloudy per

ceptions of non-defense as well as defense outlays.

says,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
|

I
1.

I

1

1
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he

takes up $57.1 billion out of a $92.2 billion total of "discretionary

spending."

,

Defense in FY75,

"Indeed" the non-defense outlays "exclusive of personnel costs

(are) only $15.1 billion."**

Surely no serious discussion of budget prior-

ities can proceed in these terms.

To say an outlay is "non-discretionary"

or "relatively uncontrollable" means in budget documents that "in any one
year...Government decisions cannot increase or decrease them without changing

existing substantive law."***
Executive, not the Congress.

That imposes a constraint for that year on the
For a well-known advisor to Congress to suggest

that certain non-defense outlays are unalterable because it would violate

a law would imply some confusion about the difference between laws of Congress
and laws of nature.

The former are not immutable.

Then Warnke for some reason compares defense outlays, including personnel costs, with non-defense outlays excluding them.
source for his FY75 figures.

A rough calculation for FY76, cutting out both

military and civilian personnel costs,

*Paul C. Warnke,

He gives no exact

indicates

that civilian programs get

et al., Military Policy and Budget Priorities;

Fiscal Year

1975:
A Report to Congress (1974). This committee report was chaired by
Warnke and included Halperin, York, Scoville, Kistiakowsky, Gilpatric, Hoopes
and William Foster.
It says something about the laxity of the "debate"
that so many former officials of Defense,

State and NSC with high creden
tials should casually sign this small portfolio of disinformation for the
Congress.

**Paul C. Warnke, ^p_.
***The Budget of

U.S.

cit.,

p.

14.

the United States Government,

Government Printing Office, p.

29.

1976.

Washington,

D.C.:

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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some $10.8 out of $21.9 billion of discretionary outlays, not to mention.
non-discretionary ones.*

To determine budget priorities seriously one would need not only less

muddled estimates of cost for civilian and defense functions, but a more
serious analysis of the purposes of both.

"Adequate" justifications for the

civilian programs are rather scarcer even than those Warnke would like to
see for defense, as became immediately clear to the former defense analysts
who introduced program budgeting in the non-defense field in the mid-1960s.

And Warnke's discussion of the purposes of military forces is

not very helpful.

He hardly notices the tension between his call for us to optimize our forces

only to "deter Soviet use of force, not to intervene in local quarrels" and
his statement a page or so later complaining that "in a world where only force
counted,

the Soviet Union and we would be consigned to a superpower condominium,

the concerns of the rest of mankind,

their hopes,

their miseries, would be

of no moment."** vHe seems to live in a world where "only force counts" or
it doesn't count at all, the best and worst of all possible worlds.

And

he has a problem when he suggests that nuclear arms should "serve only to
prevent any use of Soviet nuclear weapons against us or

*And this assumes that administrative costs of

those whose securitv

the programs are excluded

from the uncontrollable outlays. We'd guess that the point would be emphasized
if they were included.

The calculation estimates average compensation and

benefits for civilian employees of $18,372 a year.
Sources for the cal
culations are Table 14, page 354 of the Budget of the United States
Government, 1976—Appendix, and Special Analysis H of Special Analyses,
Budget of the United States Government,

**Paul C.

Warnke,

cip_.

cit.,

p.

16.

1976.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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is integral to ours," and in the same paragraph rejects the possibility of
any limitation in any nuclear war where "the stake is less than national sur
vival.*

It is not our present purpose, nor was it,

theory to answer such questions of policy.
of policies no harm,

in writing about arms race

But surely it will do our choice

if we can free ourselves of the illusion that our strate

gic spending has been rising explosively in response to vastly inflated
expectations about Soviet deployments.

*Paul C. Warnke,

op_.

cit.,

p.

22.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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2.

To Keep From Noticing That Your Predictions Are Wrong Bury Them In
Statements About The Known Past

One of Nacht's substantial comments on our analysis illustrates this

error nicely.

And since his error is exemplary and of general interest, we

are grateful to him.

history.

Correcting it may illuminate an important piece of

Here, as in his two other substantial comments, Nacht rather

reluctantly grants our. essential point

(U.S.

long-terra projections

"do indeed reveal a pattern of underestimation"), but would qualify it
(though we underestimate, we did so, he believes, less and less:

projections showed "pronounced learning.")
qualification is wrong:

our ICBM

And here, as elsewhere, his

it seems we underestimated more and more.

But

even if it were right, it would be much less important than the fact he

admits that during this very extended period we systematically underesti
mated the Soviet buildup, and did so while arms race theorists were claim
ing chronic U.S. overestimation.

If we underestimated,

then exaggerated

fears cannot have driven us in a "race."
Our longer term predictions about the Soviet strategic triad were
under the mark for 11 years.

The long-term ICBM projections that had been

analysed were made during the eight years from 1962-69.

*

Did these eight

years of long-range ICBM predictions show systematic learning?
It would not be surprising if they did, or even if after eight years
of trying,

ICBM predictions finally touched reality.

After all, programs

do in the end level off; and the forecaster who year after year predicts
a levelling off,

sooner or later,

What is surprising, however,

like a stopped watch, will be right.

is that projections of future programs appear

to have gotten worse rather than better during this period.

And that

*Later long-term ICBM predictions referred to dates over two years after
SALT I numerical limits on missiles took effect.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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bears fascinating witness to the stubborn resistance of arras race doc
trines

to empirical evidence.

"Analysis," to quote the Foreign Policy article of a year ago,

"also

makes it evident that there was no systematic learning from the past as

information accumulated."*

That put it mildly.

With the results of addi

tional analysis, we would put it more strongly now.

That article went on to make clear the key importance of a distinc
tion Nacht ignores:

the difference between predicting a cumulative total

of vehicles that will have been deployed at some future time, most of which
are known to be already completed or in process of construction at the time
when the prediction is made,

and predicting a change from this known state.

This accurately known past, we explained, made up an increasing portion
of the cumulative total.

11.

.

. since the estimates shown refer to the cumulative number

of strategic vehicles in operation at future dates,

and since

later predictions were based on more extensive knowledge of what
was already deployed or at least started in construction at the
time of the prediction,

the degree of bias can be made even

plainer.

First,

our means of acquiring information improved greatly over

the period.

Second,

in later years a much larger proportion of

the cumulative total in operation was already in operation at the
time predictions were made.

And third, we had information not

only about the number of launchers completed and in operation.

.

.

but also about the substantial numbers of launchers that had been
started but not completed at the time a prediction was made.
knew that ICBMs started would generally be completed,
about a year-and-a-half,

say,

We

in

and submarine-based missile launchers

in about two-and-a-half years,

but in any case well before the

dates in our long-run predictions.

.

.

In effect,

an increment

in the force in operation or under construction was being pre

dicted.
That increment should be compared with the actual amount
newly started and completed in the ensuing interval."**
Nonetheless, Nacht compares predicted with actual cumulative totals,
predicted with actual change from what was known.

*Albert Wohlstetter, £p_.

**Ibid.

cit.,

par.

I, p.

15.

In this way,

not

he swamps

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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errors in forecasts of future ICBM programs by sinking them in the

steadily increasing total of missile launchers known to be already
completed or in the process of construction.

His basic mistake can be illustrated by a simple hypothetical
example.

Suppose every year a forecaster regularly predicted that dur

ing the next year an adversary was going to add ten more missile
launchers; and every year, without fail,

the adversary added 100.

At

the end of ten years the adversary would have built up a force of 1,000
launchers.

But in the beginning of the tenth year, with 900 in place,

the forecaster,

undaunted,

might predict,

once more,

period the adversary would build only ten more,

tive total of only 910.

that in the next

so reaching a cumula

If one used Nacht's ratio of the predicted-to-

actual cumulative number deployed, it would appear that the forecaster's
skill in prediction was steadily improving.

predicted-to-actual ratio was 10/100.
so on until the great success of the

actual ratio would be 910/1000.
improvement over

.10.

In the first year the

In the second year 110/200 — and
tenth year, when the predicted-to-

A success ratio of

.91 seems a marvelous

However, year after year he would have been under

shooting reality in the same way.

The difference between the predicted

and actual cumulative numbers would have been the same — namely 90 — and
the ratio of predicted-to-actual increments would have continued to be one-

tenth.

The forecaster would have learned nothing about how better to

anticipate the future program.

Nacht's cumulative ratios miss this essential

point, which was carefully made in the article.

Moving from this hypothetical to the actual history,
a little care,

if we exercise

it is easy to see that our long-run prediction of net

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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future change were getting no better, if anything they were worsening.
It is worth the care and emphasis.

For this durable and evidently wor

sening underestimation in the face of steadily accumulating and increasingly
accurate information should generate more and better doctoral theses than

those stimulated by the quite brief period of the ICBM "missile gap,"
at least the overestimation was reducing.)

(where

It raises a serious question

about our intellectual history and important questions about the estimating
process within the government.

Before explaining the phenomenon, however,

it needs first to be established.

The most direct and easy way to establish the fact of deterioration
is suggested by our hypothetical example, where the difference between
prediction and reality remains constant while the cumulative ratios suggest

a fictitious improvement.

If we subtract the actual from the predicted

cumulative total inventory at the end of the prediction period, we automati
cally remove the inventory at the time the prediction was made,

since the

larger total at the end of the period includes the inventory at the start.
We get the difference then between the predicted and actual change in

completed inventory.

Some long-term forecasts, however,

than others into the future.

To compare forecasts,

extend farther

therefore, we need to

divide such differences between predicted and actual change by the number
of years in the prediction.

The result is an estimate of the difference

between the predicted and actual average annual change — neglecting, however,
any allowance for knowledge of launchers in process of construction.
For contrast with an appropriate method dealing with average annual

changes,
ratios

Figure 1 presents a scatter diagram in the manner of Nacht showing

of predicted

to actual

cumulative totals of

finished silos.

The

Secretaries made these long-term predictions during the eight year period

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 1

RATIOS OF PREDICTED TO ACTUAL CUMULATIVE TOTALS
OF SOVIET ICBM SILOS (AS IN NACHT)*
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1962 through 1969.

All refer to dates no later than mid-1972.

Each dot

represents one such cumulative ratio calculated at the mid-range of each

prediction.

In each of three of the years, the Secretaries made two

long-term predictions.

We have connected the subset of eight dots chosen

by Nacht for his graph.*

The more relevant Figure 2 presents a scatter diagram of predicted

minus actual average annual changes in ICBM silos, calculated as described

above.

Each dot represents the mean amount per year by which the mid-range

between high and low of a long-term prediction missed reality.

The first

thing to observe is that all of the dots throughout the entire period are

below zero.

All undershoot reality.

dicted-and-actual silos was -80.1.

The average difference between preSecond, the dots drift, downward quite

steeply, that is the underestimates tended to get much worse year by year.

A trend line fitted in the standard way to the points representing under
estimates slopes downward at the rate of -12.59 silos per year.

For the

period as a whole the evidence indicates not learning, but "unlearning."
During the later sub-period starting in 1965 (the year Nacht thinks of as

the worst), tests do not show improvement:

there is no statistically signi

ficant trend towards reducing the differences between predicted and actual.
Several statistical tests indicate worsening.

Nacht uses his graph of

cumulative ratios as sole support for his inference on a trend of "steady

improvement in projection accuracy" and "very real learning effects" in the
later years.

Pictures may be worth a thousand words, but to form somewhat

more reliable judgments about the "reality" or the statistical significance

A minor innocent aberration:
Nacht suggests his choice is generous and
surely he had that impression.
Figure 1 shows that in fact his choice
emphasizes an apparent upswing or learning effect for which he is arguing.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 2

THE AVERAGE YEARLY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PREDICTED
50

AND ACTUAL NUMBER OF
SOVIET ICBM SILOS*
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of prediction errors and of differences between later and earlier predic
tions, impressions from even a relevant picture,

such as Figure 2, can

stand supplementing by the computation of a few statistics and the summary

of the results of a variety of statistical tests on the differences between
predicted and actual silos:

(a) The mean underestimate of -80.1 silos per

year is significant (using the Student's t-test) at the .001 level using

the more rigorous "two-sided" criterion, that is, assuming appropriately
that predictions can exceed as well as understate the reality.
least squares trend line has an r

significant at the .05 level.

2

equal to

(b) The

.40, but its slope,

-12.59,

is

(c) There is no significant trend up or down

at the .05 level for the sub-period

(1965-69).

(d) The worsening displayed

is confirmed by the Student's t-test for the difference between sample
means (1962-64)

compared with (1965-69).

(The difference between predicted

and actual is worse for the second sample at the

.01 level.)

(e) And finally,

the Wilcoxon two-sample test, a robust "distribution-free" test, using only
rank orders,

also shows

.05 significance level.

the later sample to be worse than the earlier at the

All of the above tests are two-sided.

Moreover Figure 1 still neglects knowledge of launchers in process.

On the whole then,
underestimation.

the evidence suggests both underestimation and increasing
The evidence provided by a study of differences between

predicted-and-actual numbers of silos can be greatly reinforced by a closer
look at ratios.
The history of worsening underestimation about the future can be
measured using ratios

rather

than differences,

however,

only

if

one looks

ratios of predicted to actual changes from the accurately known past.

the time when predictions were being made,
only on

(a)

silos completed at

At

the forecaster had hard data not

that time, but also on

then in process of construction.

at

(b)

those that were

Figure 3 presents a scatter diagram of such
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Figure 3

RATIOS OF PREDICTED TO ACTUAL INCREASES IN SOVIET IC3&/1 SILOS
LU
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ratios of predicted to actual changes, adjusted solely by subtracting
silos already completed at the forecasting time.

Figure 4, the most

instructive, presents ratios adjusted both for silos completed and for
those in process of construction.
In both diagrams, since the predicted numbers were less than the

actual numbers, the ratios are all less than one.

All are underestimates.

In Figure 4 at the median the prediction was only a third of the actual
number.

The median ratio is .34 and is significantly below unity at the

.001 level.

And the negative slope was also significant at the .001 level.

Here again, all predictions were evaluated at mid-range, and the signifi
cance levels are for two-sided tests.

The adjustment for silos completed

or in process of construction was made by subtracting contemporary shortterm predictions.

For three of the predictions, where both roughly 6 and

18 month short-term estimates were available,

the 18 month predictions were

used, since they indicated more fully the information available at the time
of prediction.

The slope of -.078 is significant at the .001 level.

A

Wilcoxon two-sample test again showed the later sample worse than the
earlier,

at the

.05 significance level.

In Figure 3 the ratios

(adjusted for completed silos only) are less

than one at a significance level of

cant at the .05 level.

.001.

The slope of -.048 is signifi

A Wilcoxon two-sample test again shows that the

later predictions were worse than the earlier ones.

Moreover,

charts the ratios drift downward with time,

toward greater under

estimation.

that is,

in both

In fact in the case of the predictions adjusted for silos

already in process of construction as well as those finished at the time of

forecasting, the underestimation was vrorsening at a rate of about eight
percentage points a year.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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For the two silo predictions made in the year 1965, the ratios of

predicted to actual numbers of silos were .33 and .29.

to .34, the median ratio in Figure 4.

These are quite close

In a passing reference after explain

ing how to read the graphs, we said that 1965 was "quite typical.11

True

though that is however, no inference in the article depends on that state
ment.

It is a measure of the weakness of Nacht's analysis that in strain

ing to find something wrong, he spends so much time using his misleading
cumulative ratios to suggest that 1965 is not typical.

In fact, our first

study presented graphs for all the years for the ICBM, SLM and bomber pre
dictions and the editors had to cut most of them for lack of space.

(See

for details on the entire distribution of SLM and bomber as well as ICBM
forecasts, Strategic Review» Fall, 1974.)

These graphs did not exploit

ratios, but did represent the numbers in cumulative form which made it

harder to grasp visually the relation between predicted and actual changes.
To highlight the points we were emphasizing we could have used graphs

depicting changes from the forecasting date.

With stimulus from Mr. Nacht

we have done so in this study, and that makes our point all the plainer.
In sum, the long-term U.S. projections of Soviet ICBM silos were not

only underestimates, as Nacht admits, but also deteriorating underesti
mates, though he labors to prove the opposite.

The phenomenon cries out

for explanation.

The distinction between predicting cumulative totals and predicting
changes in these totals may explain not only Nacht's error in analyzing

history; it may also be part of the explanation for the slowness of the
forecasters themselves to recognize a drift away from reality while it was
happening.

For even though the use of cumulative totals of finished

launchers (and especially of ratios of predicted-to-actual totals) has its

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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hazards in an analysis of the success of predictions, such totals have
an obvious current operational importance for those who are charged with
planning for the contingency of combat.

Adversaries must fight with the

aggregates they have completed at the time a war breaks out.

battle" are given in terms of such inclusive aggregates.
purposes, therefore,

"Orders of

For many current

it is entirely natural to formulate predictions in

such terms.

Nonetheless, when predictions are formulated mainly in this way—as

they are—systematic forecasting errors will tend to be buried in the
larger totals, and corrections are likely to be discovered later than if

forecasts were made in terras of the changes expected during the prediction
interval.

For someone planning to procure additional forces or to phase

some out, it

is the longer term changes in adversary forces that should be

the focus of attention.

The failure to center on change is only part of the
i

explanation, to be sure.

We must consider, apart from the intrinsic dif-

ficulty of long-term forecasts,

the varied predispositions of the services

and the Secretary and other parts of the government and its advisors and
critics.

However,

the fact that Nacht,

even in retrospect and after reading

an entire page of prose about the importance of the distinction,

can have

ignored its effects, makes it easier to understand how forecasters can

fail to see the counter-drift of events while they are in the middle of them:
It gives Nachtfs error an exemplary character.

|

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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The Short-Term Estimates

Nacht has also had some things to say about the short-term predictions

and here his mistake should be more obvious.
to emphasize an important substantive problem.

It is useful again in serving
The contrast in performance

between short-term as distinct from long-term predictions has an interest
not merely for highlighting questions about arms competition, but also for

defining better the difficult problem of improving long-term intelligence
forecasts.

"Short-term predictions" in the case,of the ICBMs, refer to forecasts
extending forward less than 18 months, that is, roughly the normal silo

construction time.

Our first study presents evidence that such short-term

projections were much better than the long-term ones.*

That is understandable

since at the time when the short-term forecasts are made, the silos they predict
will normally be in process and visible by the same technical means of obser
vation as the completed silos.

When, for example, the Secretary of Defense

said on February 25, 1970 that the Soviets now have 1,100 ICBMs on launchers
and then ventured that there will be over 1,250 operational ICBMs on launchers
by mid-1970, (i.e., by a little over 4 months later) he was on fairly safe
ground.**

Any silo completed in that four-month interval must h'ave been

started and subject to observation long before that.

As our various Secre

taries have said, our techniques of observation have been good for a long time
and have been steadily improving.

*Albert Wohlstetter, ££. cit

**Statement of Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird before the House
Subcommittee on Department of Defense Appropriations on the Fiscal Year 1971
Defense Program and Budget, February 25, 1970.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Moreover, the Secretaries of Defense have been clear that such pre

dictions are quite different from the longer range projections extending

four or five years or more into the future.

They frequently introduce their

discussion of these medium-term or long-run futures by statements that
stress the difference.

For example, on February 25,

1970,

the Secretary

said, "By mid-1971, it is estimated that the number of operational ICBMs
will increase to 1360-1439....

Beyond mid-1971 the projections become less

firm."*
Secretary McNamara frequently explained at length:

"Because of the long leadtimes involved in making these weapon systems
operational, we must plan for our forces well in advance of the time
when we will need them and indeed, we now project our estimates of

the

enemy's forces at least five years into the future, and for some
purposes,

even beyond.

bilities are,

These longer range projections of enemy capa

of course, highly conjectural,

particularly since they

deal with a period beyond the projection and deployment leadtimes
of enemy weapon systems.

Therefore, we are,

in effect,

attempting to

anticipate production and deployment decisions which our opponents,

themselves, may not yet have made.

This fact should be borne in mind

as we discuss the intelligence estimates and our, own programs based

on them."**
As this quotation makes clear,

the longer term predictions differ from the

short-term in several essential respects.

Besides their greater uncertainty,

they are central in the Secretary's forces planning and development decisions,
which are about futures that far off
ent budget year.").

("at least five years ahead of the cur-

It is what an adversary is likely to have in place at

that time that affects procurement decisions now.

They are therefore most

relevant for a study of arms competition.

*Statement of Secretary, of Defense Melvin R.

Laird before the House Subcommittee

on Defense Appropriations on the Fiscal Year 1971 Defense Program and Budget,
February 25,

1970,

p.

5.

**Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House
Armed Services Committee, the Fiscal Year 1964-68 Defense Program and 1964

Defense Budget, Office of the Secretary of Defense, January 1963.
Cf, his
similar statement made in January 1964 in introducing the FY. 1965 Budget.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Nonetheless, Nacht is suspicious.*

short-term estimates?

Why should we "dismiss" the

We do not dismiss them.

We cherish them as an

important- part of a much more extended analysis of submarine as well as ICBM
predictions.

Nacht, however, believes that the short-term projections

were overestimates.

He reasons that if there were no bias towards'overes-

timation, the relative frequency of overestimates should be "quite low,"
(Italics added.)

But of course this is not so.

If there is no bias, the

probability, of overestimates should be roughly the same as that for an
underestimate, not "low," but nearly fifty-fifty.

In fact 11 out of 23

short-term projections at mid-range of ICBM and SLBM numbers turn out to

be overestimates, which is as close to 50% as you can get.
over were smaller than for long-term ones.

The errors more

For the short-term estimates,

using familiar statistical tests, there was no significant difference
between predicted and actual numbers for either the ICBM launchers or for
submarine launched missiles.** The tests indicate that these short-term pre

dictions were relatively unbiased forecasts of the net number of missiles
already started, that would be completed in the normal construction period.

And, in any case, these silos would be completed well before the long-term
prediction target date-which averaged about four years for ICBM launchers.

The short-term forecasts serve therefore as a useful basis for adjusting the
long-term predictions so as to discount for knowledge of launchers already
completed or started at the forecasting date.

In an earlier comment on the short-term predictions, Nacht managed
to make several errors that would take many pages to correct.
*In a private communication to Wohlstetter.

**Using the Student's t-test with .05 significance levels.

Nevertheless

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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in these short--term forecasts using Nacht 's method of scoring,
scored low for the ICBMs and high for the SLMs,

the Secretaries

but nonetheless ,

in both cases,

roughly within one standard deviation of what should' be the score for a fore
cast biased neither towards over nor understatement.

The results are there

fore consistent with the hypothesis that the Secretaries1

short-term predic

tions are unbiased.

We have concentrated here on long-terra silo projections and on the

short-term forecasts of silo and submarine launch tubes, because these are
the ones that have been questioned.

However, our study also covered bombers

as well as long-term predictions of submarine launch tubes.

The data

presented included some 50 predictions all told that went far beyond the

immediate observables on which short-term missile launcher forecasts are
based.

The evidence of systematic underestimation of bombers and missile

deployments over a very extended period is plain.
point.

That is and was the main

With the possible exception of predictions about medium bombers,

one can add moreover that the forecasts reveal no evidence of learning.

Changing the Subjects Again

The results run so counter to the stereotype that those who want to
cling to the old view must inevitably grasp at straws.

These predictions

are, they complain, only those cited by the Secretaries of Defense.
about Service predictions?

How about the Army?

How about the official, agreed-on predictions?

The Navy?

How

The Air Force?

What about qualitative as

distinct from quantitative forecasts? What about defense rather than offense?
What about the Chinese?

What about almost anything else?

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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There are several cogent reasons for focusing on the Secretaries'

predictions about the number of offense vehicles the Soviets would deploy.
First, these predictions were made every year and are definite enough
to be refuted.

Unlike intelligence predictions in general, they form a

large, but finite and well-defined set of estimates.

held than many other intelligence predictions.
them as authoritative and official.

They are less closely

The Secretaries presented

Finally and most important, they took

them as central in their planning for procurement and development.

They are

therefore central for any study of arms competition. 6We know of no other
set of predictions on other topics and from other sources that are equally
appropriate.

In any case, whatever else one might add, a decade or so of

serious underestimation by the Secretaries of Defense of the Soviet triad

is something to be reckoned with by any theory of exaggerated estimates as
the principal dynamic of an arms race.

Finding all these predictions of the Secretaries, sifting them for

ambiguities (deciding whether a forecast, for example, includes "variable
range ballistic missiles" among ICBMs, test-.as well as operational launchers,

and so on), and locating comparable post-deployment estimates was a very
large research task.

When Nacht refers to these data as "raw," it is

apparent that he has little conception of what is involved in getting and

weighing evidence in this field.

Stone and Halperin have an even more

primitive understanding of evidence and of the difference between a predic
tion and a post-deployment estimate.

(Writing in the summer of 1974, they

felt in full possession of the- post-deployment reality about Russian delivery
errors in 1976.

A prediction about delivery errors in 1975 or 1976 they

say, has "proven to be inaccurate."*

An extraordinary bit of clairvoyance

*Norton H. Halperin & Jeremy J. Stone, oj>. cit. p.

89.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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on a subject where even the best informed estimates about the present are
extremely hazardous.)

Simply to demand additions to this large body of data is a form of

changing the subject.

It is a sign of reluctance to come to terms with the

data, not of a thirst for new knowledge, and at best rather graceless for
men who present no systematic evidence of their own.

Nacht, for example,

has merely graphed a column of ratios from a table of data we sent to him,
at his request, and his analysis of that leaves much to be desired.

And

nearly all published generalizations about intelligence errors by former
Defense or CIA or State Department officials have been anecdotal and bare
of anything but their own former authority.

It would be a very large task to produce evidence and analysis that

go beyond anecdote on all the hares started by the critics—hardly contain
able within the bounds of our study.

However, we can say something briefly

on China, on qualitative predictions and on active defense, and we can
present a more detailed picture of the course taken by the offical consensus

on future Soviet silo deployments and by Service predictions,
the most controversial,

those of the Air Force.

in particular

This will help to fill in

the outlines of an important and neglected part of our intellectual history.

China

First, what about China?

Interesting for a case study of the Sentinel

decision, but hardly central for a study of strategic arms competition which

involves many decisions and is mainly a contest between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union.

There are, however,

several points that can be made.

While we believe

the U.S. overestimated the speed at which the Chinese would arrive at their

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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first successful ICBM tests and initial operating capability, this hardly
is evidence of a systematic pattern of exaggeration even in the case of

the Chinese.

We badly underestimated first the speed with which the Chinese

were to arrive at their first successful tests of nuclear weapons, and the

extraordinary rapidity and sophistication of their nuclear weapons program

thereafter.

They successfully carried through the massive enterprise of

uranium enrichment in a program far more successful, for example, than that

of the French and developed fusion bombs more rapidly than any prior govern
ments.

When Mr. McNamara in 1964 predicted that the Chinese nuclear program

would not produce "what I would consider meaningful results in weaponry

during this decade,"*

he hardly expected the results of the first Chinese

test later that year and certainly not the results of the fourth test two
years after that, which involved a ballistic missile delivering a nuclear

warhead over hundreds of miles.

Moreover, our failure to foresee delays

in the Chinese ICBM program, like the ABM case dealt with by Hoist,**

had

to do with technical troubles experienced by the Chinese more than any
apparent exaggeration of Chinese interests in proceeding.

In fact the forecasts made by McNamara in 1967 and referred to by
Stone and Halperin were very cautiously hedged, and not refuted by events.

He said, "On the basis of recent evidence, it appears possible that they
max conduct a space or a long-range ballistic missile launching before

the end of 1967."*** (Italics added.)

There surely was more than enough

*Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1965-69 Defense Program and 1965
Defense Budget, January 27, 1964, p. 11.

**Johan Hoist, op_. cit., p. 159.

***Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1969-72 Defense Program and 1968

Defense Budget (not dated), p. 52.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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evidence to support so mild a statement

And his judgment that the Chinese

are "unlikely...(to) deploy significant numbers of operational
ICBMs before

the mid-1970s"* is no stunning example of an overestimate, though Halperin and
Stone appear to have been stunned by it.

Finally, the most inflated estimates we are familiar with on the subject

of Chinese ICBMs were put forth by budget cutting opponents of active defense.
They were ready to attribute to very first generation Chinese ICBMs in the
late seventies, sophisticated penetration aids, some of which the U.S. had
not mastered in its current programs, after very long experience and the

expenditure of enormous sums of money on reentry physics and experimental
apparatus, including ABM radars.

In this case an exaggerated estimate was

put forward as an argument against action, illustrating once more that ares
race theories that locate the driving force for expansion in inflated esti
mates are troubled by defects of reasoning as well as fact.

Qualitative Predictions

Our own review of the Secretaries' forecasts on Soviet qualitative

improvements found no substantial evidence that these forecasts were on the
whole systematically over (or under) reality.

has found evidence of net overestimation.

We know of no one else who

Surely Halperin and Stone present

none.

The subject of qualitative forecasts is much vaguer and more elusive
than that of predicting numbers of silos, submarine launch tubes and bombers.**

*Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1968-72 Defense Program and 1968
Defense Budget

(no date),

p.

52.

**The Defense Reports are particularly elusive.
They mainly present current
estimates that are progressively revised.
When later figures show a better
performance than earlier ones, it is not always clear what has changed; the
estimated or the actual performance.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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It forms, therefore, an ideal refuge for those who would retreat to cover in

a fog of unverifiable assertions.

Qualitative predictions about some critical

improvements must necessarily refer to realities hard to establish even after
the fact.

After deployment then we may still be uncertain whether we over

or underestimated.

This point is rather different from the problem of excessive hedging

which makes some quantitative as well as qualitative predictions unrefutable
even in principle.

It has to do with the fact that even when a prediction

is definite enough in principle to be falsified by events, the events referred
to may not be subject to adversary observation and measurement reliably

enough to warrant the removal of doubt in the community of observers.

Mas

sive silos in process of construction or after completion can be observed,

identified and counted with modern reconnaissance equipment.

Some uncertain

ties remain, but they are of a quite different order from those affecting
post-deployment estimates of technical performance characteristics like
system reliability or average system delivery errors or blast overpressure

resistance.

Even for our own systems we can measure such traits only quite

imperfectly.

The median system delivery error, for example, is a resultant of random
and systematic errors—in the gyros, accelerometers, programs, etc., that

figure in guidance, and in knowledge*of the geodetics of the launch point,
velocity of winds on reentry, etc., that come under the head of non-guidance
errors.

When an adversary designs statistical experiments to determine such

errors, we would be unlikely to know all the relevant experimental conditions,

even if we knew the results.

realities
predictions.

Post-deployment estimates of such complex

can hardly be taken as a definitive test of the validity of

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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We should be skeptical of our ability—with all the information likely

to be available—to determine adversary median system delivery errors within

a factor of two.

The claim of Halperin and Stone is unfounded:

that they

know future Soviet CEPs well enough to say that the accuracy of the SS-9 will
not have improved substantially from 1971 to 1976.

And, of course, they

quibble in talking about the SS-9 in 1976 rather than, say, two of four
new types of Soviet ICBM, quite unanticipated in 1971:

the even heavier,

apparently more accurate SS-18, or the SS-19, another more accurate missile

of formidable throw weight.

In brief, we doubt that there is any strong

evidence that the U.S. has regularly and substantially overestimated Russian
delivery accuracies.

So far as we can tell it seems likely that the U.S.

greatly underestimated them early on, and since then there have been many

times when it has not been clear whether the estimate went one way or the
other.

There are a variety of other important performance characteristics

of strategic offense forces, and some of these improved more or faster than
we expected and others less or more slowly.

Among those that improved more

or faster are such key parameters as the blast resistance of silos, the
range of their submarine launched ballistic missiles, the size of their later
ballistic missile submarines, and the throw weight of their missiles.

And

the case of MIRV is by no means clear cut.

There is moreover a conceptual problem of how one combines overesti
mates and underestimates of such disparate, though important traits.
is quite a bit worse than the case of apples and oranges.

It

No single number

adequately measures the wide variety of uses of a strategic force in political

military contingencies.

Halperin and Stone refer grandly but vaguely to the

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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capabilities of the Soviet land-based ICBM as "the combined product of their
missile numbers and their qualitative improvements :>"* They suggest that this
vaporous entity is really what the Secretaries' forecasts were about.

that would not only alter the plain meaning of the forecasts.
them altogether of any operational meaning.

But

It would empty

A classic maneuver to save a

dogma.

The Secretaries did not assign numbers too low because they believed

the Soviets would make advances in technology faster than they did and so
would want to dispense with a larger force.

And there is no evidence of

net overestimate of these qualitative improvements.

In sum, changing the

subject from quantitative to qualitative forecasts will not save the theory
of "worst case" dynamics.
Active Defense

Checking predictions about active defense involves difficulties rather

close to those discussed under the heading of qualitative predictions, and
quite different from the case of predicting numbers of offense silos.

The

latter can be counted, and while there may be initial problems in identifying
the purpose of a given silo, these are nothing like those as severe as in the
case of an active defense system.

aircraft only or against missile

Here the very identity (for use against

reentry vehicles too) involves measure

ments and controversial judgments about complex systems performance of how

interceptors and radars, etc., might function together.

There have been only

bits and pieces of public information about the ABM potential of the Soviet
SA-5, the Square Pair radar and the like.

If press reports are correct, the

controversy of five years ago might be renewed in another form in connec

tion with possible violations of the SALT I ABM treaty.
*Morton H. Halperin & Jeremy J. Stone, op_. £lt., p. 90.

Post-deployment

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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estimates about active defense systems are likely to be far from certain and

therefore trouble the measurement of success in forecasting.

Nonetheless,

our judgment on the basis of the evidence we have seen is

that on the whole the United States underestimated Soviet aerodynamic defenses,
but forecasted more extensive ABM developments than occurred.

On the other

hand, we find no evidence that the Secretary was subject to panic fears about
a Soviet ABM.

He was rather confident,

and in general, when discussing Soviet

ABM deployments, he was given, as in January 1964, to adding quickly that

these systems "would not be effective against ballistic missiles equipped with
even elementary penetration aids,"* of a kind we had developed long before;
and that the aids we were working on would assure penetration of any more
advanced system they might field.**

Both U.S.

and Soviet predictions and

plans are conditional and partially interdependent, but not necessarily explo

sive.

We developed our offense system, as is normal and prudent, with poten

tial opposition in mind.

If we had not,

an ABM opposition would have been

effective, and the Soviets might have pursued their program further.

What

does this prove about action and reaction?
Here Paul Nitze's point, quite misunderstood by Nacht,

"The high

is relevant:

U.S. estimates of the early 1960s were not, however, without

justification.
be dual purpose:

The Soviets had originally designed their Griffon system to
it was to have had the capability of intercepting both

aircraft and missile reentry

vehicles..."***

But it was our penetration

^Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1965-69 Defense Program and the 1965
Defense Budget, January 27, 1964, p. 38.

**MRVs, as on the Polaris A-3 missile, were one such advanced penetration aid.
MIRVs which also greatly help penetration, serve many other functions as
well.
The MIRV decision was made considerably after the date of this
statement.

***Paul Nitze, "Comment," Foreign Policy, No.

16

(Fall 1974), p. 82.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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aids that made clear that the Griffon and its potential improvements would
be relatively ineffective against our ballistic missiles, and, he suggests,

led to Soviet cancellation of their planned ABM deployments.

In short, an

example not simply of action-reaction familiar in the cliche, but of an action
inducing inaction, or what we have called "the action-inaction chain."
Air Force Predictions—The Official Consensus and Reality .

It is well known that during the "missile gap" period service estimates

differed from the official consensus of the intelligence community, that in
general the Army and Navy estimates were lower than the consensus, and the

Air Force higher.

To judge how widespread the underestimation became during

the 1960s then, it is worth looking at how the Air Force long range predictions
of Soviet ICBM deployments compare with the official consensus.
The eight figures, 5 through 12, compare Air Force forecasts with the

official consensus year by year beginning in the fall of 1961, and compare
them both with the Soviet realities counted in post-deployment estimates.

In

the first two years the Air Force did indeed exceed both the official con
sensus and the reality.

In the fall of 1962 the mid-range of the official

consensus was below the 1967 reality and the official "high" barely reached

it.

In the fall of 1963, the Air Force predictions still greatly exceeded

the official consensus, but the two began to converge.

There was some overlap

between them in the nearer term forecasted years; and in the non-overlapping
more distant years even the highs of both were below reality.

In the fall of

1964 the Air Force and official predictions came close together and overlapped
for the first time in the predictions about the more distant years.

For

these more distant years, even highs were below reality, though the Air Force

still exceeded the consensus.

In the fall of 1965 and 1966 the underesti

mation worsened with further convergence.

Finally in the fall of 1967

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 5

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1961
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Figure 6

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1962
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Figure 7

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1963
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Figure 8

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1964
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Figure 9

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1965
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Figure 10

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1966
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Figure 11

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1967
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Figure 12

AIR FORCE AND OFFICIAL CONSENSUS PREDICTIONS
MADE IN FALL 1968
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the convergence was total.*

The Air Force projection endorsed the consensus

on the condition that the Soviets would deploy MIRVs, which they did.

The

highs of the long-term forecasts in these last years through 1967 were invar
iably lower than the reality, and both the consensus and the Air Force fore
casts assumed an ultimate

happened.

leveling of the Russian programs well below what

In the fall of 1968 the Air Force prediction concurred with the

official consensus on the assumption, now clearly conservative, that MIRVs
would be deployed by mid-1978.

The steady movement towards the official forecasts suggests the power

of a consensus.

That power is particularly impressive since the final con

vergence occurred in fall, 1967, which (McNamara observed the following

January) marked the addition by the Soviets of 380 operational ICBM silos
compared to the inventory in the fall of 1966.

Deviation from the consensus

on the high side went out of style just as it became objectively most plausible.

Why?

Pressures for conformity in the 1960s tended to operate in particular

against overestimation.

It was overestimation that had become disreputable,

not error.

the Secretary in January,

For example,

1964 stressed that "these

longer-range projections of enemy capabilities must necessarily be highly

uncertain," but, "indeed the record shows that in the last several years we
have consistently overestimated Soviet ICBM strength."**
He then cited three forecasts made in 1959,

(Italics added.)

1960 and 1961 during the "missile

*The Air Force prediction in 1965 for mid-1974 stated only a lower bound

"at least 1,000 and could well be above."

year's high, in 1965 as well.

Figure 9 uses 1,200, the next

**Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1965-69 Defense Program and 1965
Defense Budget,

January 27,

1964, p.

37.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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of course, were far above the mark.

All these three early forecasts,

He warned,

"These facts should be borne

in mind as we discuss the estimates for the 1967-69 period."*
estimate about 1967,

to which he attached this caveat,

But, the 1964

turned out to be not

above but way below the mark—120 silos below at mid-range.

Moreover,

while

in the preceding two years predictions about 1967 were also below the mark,
1964 was worse.

And the 1965 prediction about 1967 was worse still.

As

1967 got closer our aim at it sank steadily farther beneath the bullseye.
Part of

the pressure to conform by underestimating was very likely

a reflex, overcorrecting for the "missile gap," that had publicly embar
rassed

the intelligence community.

But

this could hardly explain the

extraordinary persistence and even worsening of the estimates,

to the contrary began to pour in.

as evidence

It is interesting that the Secretary

brought up the "missile gap" in 1964 to reinforce his caveat against overestimation.

The "missile gap" had been given formal burial earlier,

fall of 1961.

or 1963.

in the

The Defense Report had not bothered to mention it in 1962

It now revived the horrible example of the "Gap" as part of the

budget battle and issued ominous strictures against exaggeration as a way
of cutting the ground out from under importunate demands based on future
large Soviet capabilities.

As for "capabilities," it is worth observing that when the Secretary

used the phrase "enemy capabilities" or "Soviet ICBM strength,
passage quoted,
deployed.

he was referrring explicitly to

These numbers are what

" as in the

the number of vehicles

the forecasts were overwhelmingly about,

just as the forecasts during the "missile gap" had been about the numbers

*Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S.

McNamara,

op_.

cit.,

p.

37,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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of ICBMs.*

It was only when the number of Soviet silos completed or in

process of completion came close to catching up with the ceiling we had

chosen for our ICBM force that the Secretary began to put some stress on

"qualitative superiority."

In effect, he asserted by way of comfort, the

Soviets may get nearly as many missiles, but ours will be better.
was merely extra comfort.

But that

His FY 1968 Report emphasized that especially if

we counted in the SLBMs, we were still ahead in numbers—"as of now."

"As of now, we have more than three times the number of intercontinental
ballistic missiles (i.e., ICBMs and SJJMs) the Soviets have.

Even by the

early 1970s, we still expect to have a significant lead over the Soviet
Union in terms of numbers....

And," the Secretary added, in a vague but

dazzling phrase able to comfort even today, "a very substantial superiority
in terms of overall combat effectiveness."**

But in 1971 the Soviets had the lead in numbers.

Looking on the bright

side—"quality"—may have dazed perceptions of our failure to anticipate the
numerical

shift.

The Defense Reports in fact contain a treasure trove

of methods of bucking us up while blurring our view.
soothes.

Their very vagueness

"By and large," said the Secretary in 1965, "the current estimates...

projected through mid-1970 are of the same order of magnitude as (last year's)

*Early forecasts understated Soviet accuracy by a factor of nearly 5, i.e.,

after-the-fact estimates of CEP were one-fifth the early forecasts. Accuracy
can affect weapons requirements as the square. Nobody, however, suggested
dividing the inflated (overestimated) numbers of ICBM silos by the square
of the deflated (underestimated) accuracy—another index now enjoying
excessive popularity and misuse.

**Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before a joint session
of the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Senate Subcommittee on
Department of Defense Appropriations on the Fiscal Year 1968-72 Defense
Program and 1968 Defense Budget, January 23, 1967, p. 41.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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projections through mid-1969."*

And in 1966, with reassuring familiarity,

"By and large the current estimates projected through mid-1970 are of the
same general order of magnitude as those which I discussed here last year."**

In 1967 he reported that the current estimates were "generally in line"

with the preceding year.

"Order of magnitude" is particularly mind-boggling,

but taken strictly, all it meant was that this year's estimates were within
one-tenth or ten times as much as the preceding year's.

speaking, should not have been very reassuring.

Which, strictly

In any case, all of these

estimates were wrong and getting worse.

In 1968, after the massive 380 silo increase in a single year,

McNamara said, "We believe the Soviet ICBM force will continue to grow

(over the next few years), but at a considerably slower rate/than .in:the
recent past."***
later observed.
vein.

But the rate specified was much less than the actual one
In 1969 Secretary Clifford continued in the same cheery

The Soviets have increased "well over threefold in a...littie more

than two years.

The rate of increase over the past year has been somewhat

greater than estimated a year ago.

However, we believe the rate of increase

will be considerably smaller over the next two or three years."****

But

*Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1966-70 Defense Program and 1966
Defense Budget, February 2, 1965, p.

48.

**Stateraent of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the House
Armed Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1967-71 Defense Program and
1967 Defense Budget, February,

1967, p.

56.

***Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara before the Senate
Armed Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1969-73 Defense Program and
1969 Defense Budget, January 22, 1968, p. 58.

****Statement of Secretary of Defense Clark M. Clifford, the Fiscal Year
1970-74 Defense Program and 1970 Defense Budget, February, 1979, p. 77.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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once again the predicted rate of new starts formed a small fraction of the

actual.

The prose was of course vague and unlikely to disturb the theory

propagated with particular intensity in 1969 and 1970, that exaggerated
estimates were driving an arms race.

It would be wrong, we think, to conclude that the Defense Reports

display a conscious effort to obscure our failure to anticipate the rapid
Soviet increase.
consciousness.

More likely, wishes and policy leanings shaped—and lowered
Undoubtedly various leanings—some to expand,

some to cut

or reallocate strategic spending—influenced the estimates of contending

factions.

But then we need to ask not only "cui bono," but which estimates

matched the reality.

in common.

Factions in or out of government have some interests

Aside from a joint interest in accurate assessment for the common

defense, all factions have at least an occupational self-interest in not
making forecasts that fail disastrously.

Policy differences associated with differing predictions corresponded

also to different models of Soviet future interests and choices.
of these models were related to arms race theory.

And some

Consider three alterna

tive hypotheses about what the Soviets wanted or were likely to do:

(1) The

Soviets were satisfied with getting a small force with a few hundred missiles.

(2) They would like to have the same number of missiles as the U.S.

(3) They

would like a visible numerical advantage, say half again as many missiles as
the U.S., provided that it was not too costly.

The first model, explicit in McNamara in 1965,* was very widespread
in the mid-1960s among persons of varied political beliefs.
consensus view in and outside the government.

It was the

We clung to it beyond the

point when the Soviets had completed or started to deploy enough to make it

*U.S. News and World Report, April 12, 1965.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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plainly untenable.

Then the consensus shifted to the second model, that the

Soviets wanted only parity, as the Soviets proceeded to pass us on the way to

fulfilling the expectations of Model 3.

The belief that the Soviets were

out to get a small force of a few hundred missiles was based on the notion

that (a) such a force was all that was useful to them, and (b) they would
not try simply as a prestige matter to catch up with us, because they would
be afraid of setting off an arms race that they could not win.
Arms race theory and some related strategic views tended to fortify

a belief in Model 1.

It attributed to the Russians, if not to ourselves,

a practicing belief that only a Minimum Deterrent, a small force reserved

essentially for the destruction of population centers was useful, though

the initial small size of the Russian force was the only evidence offered
for such a Soviet belief, and there was much evidence to the. contrary.
Retrospects on the dramatic Soviet strategic buildup sometimes date the
decision from the Soviet disappointments during the Cuban missile crisis.

Whether or not this is so, it implies that beginning no later than the
Cuban crisis, the Russians saw a value in a much larger strategic force

than was contemplated in Minimum Deterrence theory.

That implication as

to what the Soviets might value does not jibe with Model 1, which nonethe

less persisted long after the crisis.

In any case, to locate the source of

major deployment decisions in that crisis, a political military event outside
any closed cycle of tightly coupled interaction between U.S. and Soviet devel

opment and procurement decisions, takes explanation rather far from the
conventional arms race theory.

It assumes that the Russians discovered more

than that we had these weapons, but also that they were useful.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Arras race doctrine figured in other ways.

We attributed to the

Russians a decision not to challenge us for fear of the inevitable explo

sive action-reaction chain it would set off.

In fact, however, when they

challenged our numerical superiority we did not react by seeking to maintain
it.

Then, in shifting to the parity assumption, arms race doctrine figured

again.

We knew that the Russians would be aware quite early that we had set

a ceiling on the numbers of our missiles and bombers in the 1960s.

And

we expected that this self-restraint would induce a corresponding restraint
on their part.

But assurance that we had set a ceiling on our forces

meant that the Soviets could get a visible numerical advantage with less
strain.

And Model 3 turned out to fit the reality best.

Action-reaction language of course is vague enough to rationalize the
events after the fact.

The history of the 1960s has been mined to show

that one or another lack of restraint on our part forced the Russians' hand.

(The MIRV decision, thought of at the time as a way of achieving a variety
of strategic objectives at reduced costs and without increase in the number
of missiles, is sometimes made the villain of the piece, but frequently at

the expense of scrambling the time sequence of events.)
reaction theory was a glass through which we saw darkly.

On the whole actionIt not only led

us to wrong predictions about Soviet behavior, but it appeared frequently

in the form of a rationalization of inaction on our part:

The Russians

would not act to catch up, because they knew we would react to counter

them, and since they would not act, we did not have to.
they acted and we did not.

But, in fact,

And sometimes the Secretary argued that if we

were to increase our active defense,

the Russians would inevitably react

by vastly increasing their offense so that in the end we would not only

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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have wasted the money, but would end up with a net increase in the number

of fatalities we might suffer.
would react; therefore,

In other words if we acted, the Russians

there was no point in taking action.

Some of these policy decisions were justified on other grounds.

The

upshot of the prevailing strategic doctrine was a generalized rationale

for cutting rather than expanding strategic budgets.
but we didn't notice.

That is what happened,

Our perceptions of decline in U.S. strategic budgets

and the like, however, have been as confused as our view of Soviet force
increases.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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3.

To Ignore The Decline,

Count Only Those Weapons That Enter,

Forget Those That Leave The Force

We conjectured that

the main reason for failing to observe the

declines was the concentration of public debate on innovation,

on the

a

initial decision to buy and deploy new weapons rather than on their opera
tion and ultimate phasing out.

We presented a very long list of

strategic offense and strategic defense weapons which were dropped at various
phases of research,

development,

testing, evaluation or deployment.*

These included some of the most expensive and destructive systems.

The critics confirm our conjecture.

Warnke's use of phrases

like "continuing to amass" or to "accumulate" nuclear weapons creates the
popular impression that we have been piling them up without taking any
away.

And Nacht betrays the confusion baldly.

In his indexes of stra

tegic force destructiveness he consciously excludes the manned bombers
that once made up all of our strategic

force,

and that still constitute

a substantial part of both its destructive potential and its operating

cost.

He presents a table estimating

tonnage"

(EMT) of U.S.

the number and the "equivalent mega-

and S.U. ballistic missile warheads for four years

in the period 1962-1974.

Much could be said about the conceptual and

factual errors in his measurement of these magnitudes,
most interesting point

simply erases bombers

concerns his blithe neglect

far the

the bombers.

He

from the history of destructiveness that such in

dexes purport to measure.
is."

of

but by

Missiles, he explains,

are "where the action

They are where it is at.
But, of course, if we're trying to understand increases or decreases

over time (and they do take place over time) , we have to be concerned

*Albert Wohlstetter,

Op.

cit.,

Part II,

p.

69.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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not only with where the action is at the moment, where it's at now, but
also where it was at.

Bombers in the 1950s were not only the most potent,

but the only strategic force.

Nacht could have shown an even more impres

sive percentage rate of increase in ballistic missile warheads or EMT if

he had pushed his series back a little farther to when we had no ballistic
missiles at all.

Starting from scratch,

there is no place to go but up.

A hypothetical example can illustrate the absurdity of Nacht's
analysis of this point.

Let's suppose, as Nacht assures us,

tic missiles now are where the action is.

the action is always shifting.

As

that ballis

every hipster knows,

however,

Suppose technical innovations displace

ballistic missiles with some other vehicles,
glide bombs at only a tenth of the cost.

say,

cruise missiles or

Suppose their increased precision

and control enable them to destroy essentially all the contemplated tar
gets with non-nuclear explosives,

free of radiation and with

the total

potential for doing structural damage only to an area two or three orders
of magnitude smaller than the present strategic offense stockpile.

These

new glide bombs or cruise missiles would then be where the action is.
Moreover, most of us would regard the effective replacement of nuclear with
non-nuclear weapons as

a very happy event.

duction in indiscriminate destructiveness.

It would mean an enormous re

However, Nacht's method of

measuring historical change by dealing only with the new,

and neglecting

the old, would record only an exponential increase in the destructiveness
of strategic forces,
increase in these

and,

too.

if applied

to strategic budgets,

an exponential

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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That suggests the main absurdity of Nacht's use of his two measures

of ballistic missile effectiveness.*
absurdity, much else can be said.

Even if we neglect this principal

His first index compounds the error

of omitting bombers altogether by counting ballistic warheads as if they
were all equal,

regardless of yield.

We had presented a graph on the number

of offense warheads including bombers, but observed that by 1972 their average
yield had declined from a peak 4% times as high and that the largest
offense warhead in the series was roughly 1000 times the smallest.**
Counting the largest and the smallest each as one was exactly like dismissing
the Hiroshima and Nagasaki weapons as negligible in importance, since they
increased the stock of blockbusters by only a fraction of a percent:

The non-

nuclear blockbusters of World War II had about 1/1000 of the explosive yield

of the first A bombs.

Nachts comparison of U.S. and S.U. ballistic missile

warheads also involves a gaffe of nearly three orders of magnitude.

Such

uncritical comparisons of warhead numbers, we pointed out, were one of the
major intellectual scandals in the current SALT debate.

Equivalent megatonnage (EMT)

Nacht was not deterred.

(that is, the number of one megaton

weapons that could do structural damage to an equal area)

is a less misleading

measure, but Nacht's measurement of it is .empirically in error,

even if

we were to take as legitimate his ignoring the drastic reduction in EMT
traceable to the phaseout of bombers.

Nacht finds that in the last eight years

described in his table the equivalent megatonnage of the ballistic missile

force increased by 25%.

"Dare I say," he asks,

[it increased] exponentially?***

*There is no space to deal with Nacht's many misunderstandings of the con
siderable variety of physical measures we presented, some the favorites of
those who advocate expanding budgets, some favored by those who advocate cuts.
We believe we discussed fairly the drawbacks of the various measures,

and it

would not be hard to show that much of the recent debate continues to ignore
some of the new information presented.

**Albert Wohlstetter, Op.
***Michael Nacht,

Op.

cit., Part II, p.

cit.,

p.

169

63.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Better not.
10%.

In short,

From 1967 it did not go up by 25%.

It went down by

even if we neglect bombers totally, when we use actual

warhead yields and numbers of weapons in the stockpile,
the destructiveness of the force defies

this measure of

the stereotype of spiralling

increases.

MIRVing,

it is frequently assumed, meant a decline in megatons, but

an increase in EMT.

But it is apparent that on the average Nacht under

estimates the yields of the warheads phased out compared to those phased
in.

Since yields of individual weapons are classified, Nacht says he

draws on the public data put out by the International Institute of
Strategic Studies

Institute

(IISS)

(SIPRI).

and the Stockholm International Peace Research

It is a mistake to suppose that estimates of yields

from these sources are precise and reliable enough to support the sort of
calculation that Nacht has made.

On some warheads,

SIPRI and IISS use a

range of yields and they sometimes differ with'each other by a substantial

factor.

Nacht moreover sometimes uses numbers 2*5 or 3-1/3 times smaller

than SIPRI's upper bounds.

His table is daring, but in error.

The decline

is visible even in ballistic EMT,

Be Casual About

Inflation

While the main reason for failing to observe the drastic decline in the

strategic budget appears to be the strong focus in our budget debates on
weapons entering rather than leaving the force.

Casual treatment of the

familiar distinction between real and inflated dollar costs also plays a
major role in helping us confuse ourselves.

But it

takes a good deal of

confusion to hide the sharp decline in the Strategic Program Budget,

since

the FY61 Strategic Program Budget was 60% higher than the FY75 budget even
in inflated dollars.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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The case, however, is rather different for the total defense budget,

(which of course is not our subject).

Here the decline in real terms, more

recent and less extensive than that in strategic budgets, can be obscured

by careless or deft neglect of inflation.

Ambitious Congressmen and

lobbies eager to make a deeper dent in the defense budget can generate some
pretty spectacular headlines.

It is true that a headline might — without

actionable literal error — describe recent defense budgets ambiguously
as either "The Largest in History" or "The Smallest Since Before Korea,"

depending on whether it means current, increasingly inflated dollars, or
constant, continually depreciating dollars.

any headlines of the second form.

We haven't, however, found

The first has been standard for years

on prime time television as well as in the news services and in our

best newspapers.*

The headlined phrase "Record Budget," especially in

recent years may be qualified late in the story by some such phrase as

"The Defense Department claims inflation."

The efforts of a knowledgeable

Secretary of Defense have not been completely without fruit.

But the main

impact of the story is that defense spending is exploding beyond control;

and that there is something dubious about claiming inflation.

Now, the

distinction between constant and current dollars is not normally beyond
the ken of the media.

No one today, as the recession deepens, expects to

see a headline in the Los Angeles Times or the New York Times reading

"Record Breaking Expansion in GNP" with a subhead, or a paragraph late
in the story saying "Democrats Claim Inflation."

Careless confusion about

this defense budget is a matter of predisposition.

ft

Paul C. Warnke, et al. Report on Military Policy and Budget Priorities.
Op. cit., offers some nice examples.
*

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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A second characteristic of these headlines on the total defense budget
brings in "the strategic arms race" — often with, an urgent reference to SALT.

The headline or the subhead frequently reads something like "Record Defense
Spending Plan Includes New Nuclear Systems," and the lead paragraph may

refer to a new generation of strategic weapons as the culprit.
example,

the Los Angeles Times

(See, for

story of February 5, 1974 with that headline.

The 1975 headline is much the same).

Repeated year after year this is

bound to fortify illusions about volcanic explosions in strategic spending
that desperately need capping.

Picking on the strategic budget as responsible for a nonexistent (in
real terms) increase in defense budgets is particularly absurd, since

the strategic decline had been much larger, more consistent and has been
going on a much longer time.

It is nonetheless a natural consequence of

the immense amount of rhetoric generated by SALT and the academic litera
ture on the strategic race.

A responsible handling of inflation requires

care, not only about past enacted budgets, but about the budget requests
that are the subject of the annual battle.

The requests, referring as they

do to future expenditures, must necessarily guess at the future inflation.

It is well known that allowances for inflation in recent times have been
inadequate.

(Estimates of even the enacted budgets for the on-going fiscal

year need revision to cover unanticipated price increases).
for a caution

Nacht, for example, does not exhibit.

to the next method of confusing ourselves.

This calls

Which leads naturally

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Compare This Year's Request With Last Year's Enacted Budget
We established the sharp downward

trend in strategic spending

through FY1974 by presenting data on the last 19 enacted budgets.*
But even admitting this trend in the past, one can always herald the new
request as introducing at last an upward spiral.

the FY1975 request.

Nacht does this with

His discussion joins carelessness about inflation

with a myopic focus on this year's request compared to last year's
enacted budget.

In fact, the reversal Nacht refers to as, "both real

and significant," did not happen:

Inflation was larger than allowed for

and the Congress enacted less than the amount requested.
The FY1975 Strategic Program Budget has since been enacted.

It is estimated now to be $400 million less than the FY1974 enacted

budget (using constant FY1976 dollars).

If one adds on a portion of un

allocated overhead using the method Brookings applies to past budgets,

the decline was $900 million.

Pinning arguments for a new trend upward

on the differences between two years would not make much sense even if

the second year were relevant and the change were up.

But it is down.

Confuse Desires For The Long Term With Trends
Data for more than two years figure in some regular annual alarms
about a new upward trend in the strategic budget.

Those who are alarmed

may offer in evidence projections for several future years based on
indications gleaned from testimony before Congress on Defense Department

and service plans.

Using such indications of plans can be misleading

in the same way as comparing this year's official budget request with the
*

Albert Wohlstetter, Op.

cit., p. 62.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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last enacted budget, but even more so, since the long-term plans are
even more tentative, uncertain, and subject to attrition than formal

requests officially submitted to Congress.

They must run a recurring

gauntlet through many stages of bargaining and review within Defense,

the Budget Bureau, the White House and Congress.

It is appropriate to

examine the uncertain long-term cost implications of various defense

plans, but quite misleading to treat them as if they reflected the likely
course of defense spending.

The Brookings Institution which publishes

the best known long-term projections of the Defense Budget, says as cuch:

"A note of warning must be emphasized.

The projections should not

be taken as predictions of future defense budgets. They lack such
precision not simply because of limitations in estimating procedures
but because actual budgets will depend on decisions about defense
policy, which change from year to year. Furthermore, the projections
are based on the 1974 defense budget as presented to the Congress by
the administration and therefore do not take into account the
congressional review, which in recent years has resulted in roughly

a 4 percent reduction of the requests. Instead of predicting
actual budgets, these projections are meant to measure what would
happen in the future if current decisions on force levels, weapon
acquisition programs, and manpower policies were left unchanged.
They serve, therefore, to highlight the need to review current

defense policies in terms of their longer-range budgetary implications.*
As with drugs and cigarettes, however, users may ignore the warning
label.

So Michael Nacht.

(Even Brookings, normally more careful than

its readers, sometimes forgets its own warning.)

In any case, Figure 13

shows vividly that year after year Brookings1 projections of strategic
cost have sloped steeply upward, as year after year the actual budgets

have continued to decline.

This perpetual picture, so useful in budget

battles, of a strategic budget on the point of exploding sticks in our
mind rather than any glimpse of actual history.

*B.M. Blechman, E.M. Gramlich, R.W. Hartman, Setting National Priorities
The 1975 Budget. The Brookings Institution, p. 306?
•
'

Figure 13

BROOKINGS PROJECTED COSTS OF THE DOD STRATEGIC FORCE
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Try Sinking The Decrease By Piling On Increasing Allocations
Of the Unallocable

The solid line in Figure 13 shows strategic budgets from FY1956

through FY1975 including "overhead," calculated with the allocation

formula that Brookings applies to past budgets.*
from a 1962 peak nearly double the FY1975

They decline drastically

level.

The fall is very

impressive, even if less so than that in the Strategic Program Budget

(which aims to include only those indirect costs that identifiably
follow from the number of combat units.)

As we have said, the fall was

not reversed between 1974 and 1975.

Nacht's third point, that the budget including overhead is much

larger than the budget without it, is of course true, but hardly, as he

says, "important or at all relevant for the issue of exponential increases.
That has to do with relative change, not absolute size.

With or without

overhead the strategic budget has sharply declined.

Overhead allocations, while sometimes useful, are "by definition

arbitrary."

A Defense Department allocation, also arbitrary, shows a

still steeper decline from an earlier peak two and a half times the

present level.

Nacht seems to feel that calling overhead allocations

arbitrary is to attack the allocator.

The Brookings' analyses are not,

he says, based on arbitrary allocated costs.

He then proceeds to describe

the method that Brookings uses in projecting future budgets, and offers
in illustration Brookings estimates of four past budgets where a quite
different formula is used.

Brookings hardly needs such defense, even

*The budgets are stated in FY 1975 dollars, using the latest deflators.

These take into account the fact that a large fraction of the Total
Obligational Authority in any given year is spent in other years.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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if we had attacked it.

Its economists, like other competent professionals,*

are quite clear that allocating overhead is by its nature arbitrary.

If we were to suggest changes in Brookings1 presentations,
be to ask for a separate display,

of the overhead fraction.
It

one would

in both their past and future budgets,

For future budgets especially this would help.

is easy to expect greater overhead savings from direct program cuts

than are likely:

total overhead and the direct program budgets have

moved in opposite directions.

budgets,

Yet Brookings'

overhead formula for past

like most such allocations, assumes overhead costs vary in a

straight line with direct or operating costs without any time lag.

And

it loads an increasing proportion of total overhead on to the strategic

budget.

For such reasons it it better to present figures on the strategic

budget with and without Brookings1
hard man to please,

But Nacht,

a

chides us for presenting the Strategic Program Budget

rather than the Brookings1
All of this,

overhead allocation.

however,

total with overhead.
is

shadowboxing.

Nacht

grants the sharp decline,

and whether it was from a peak twice or two and a half or over three
times the present level,

that decline should be fatal

to the dogma

about ever-accelerating strategic spending.
Language And The Present Political Chaos

"Political language -r and with variations this is true of all
political parties,

from Conservatives to Anarchists — is designed

to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable,

and to give an

appearance of solidity to pure wind."**
Orwell, who said that,

prescribed never using a metaphor you are used

to

*For example, Arthur Smithies refers to "general overhead, which by its
nature cannot and should not be allocated to specific programs"

overhead items that "have not yet proved feasible to allocate,"
Analysis and the Federal Budget, Ed.
1967, p.

** George Orwell,
p.

to other

in Program

Harvard University Press,

57

"Politics and the English Language;

Collection of Essays,

1954,

David Novick.

and

177.

Garden City,

New York.:

(Essay written in 1947,)

in George Orwell, A

Doubleday & Co.,

Inc.,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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seeing in print as his very first rule for reducing the decay.

That

would cut the vast clutter of images about racing and uncapped volcanoes
that we use to hide from ourselves what has been happening and what the
issues are.

In the chaotic "debate" about Vladivostok, the proponents

claimed it would put a "cap" or "lid" on the explosive increase.
Opponents from Senator Jackson on to the Left said it wouldn't:

like

SALT I it would only force continuing the spiral in strategic spending.
But before and after SALT I, the spiral was pure wind; and it will be wind
in the present political circumstance with or without SALT II.

For the

U.S., one might conceivably talk about a "shoe" or a "floor," but hardly
a cap.

Vladivostok also illustrates the absurdity of the exaggerated

threat-worst case dynamic.

Here overblown estimates of future Russian

programs may lend a specious urgency to rapid agreement, another

"miracle" for the Secretary of State.
And when the Secretary asks, "What in the name of God is strategic
superiority.

.

.at these levels?" he seems to be saying it doesn't make

any difference how many more missiles the Russians have than we, in

which case it's hard to see any urgency in agreement.

He sometimes

explicitly means that it makes no difference, because each side now can

in the stereotype — kill every man, woman and child several times over.
But that is an example of exactly the use of language Orwell had in mind.
For it implies in fine moral tones that we should measure the adequacy

of our weapons in terms of the number of civilians they can kill.
Secretary, however, doesn't believe that.

The

He has also said that

attacks on population are a "political impossibility, not to say a moral
impossibility."

We are all for probing the premises of thought on arms

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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and arms control which Nacht says the Secretary wants.

But that can only

start when we face up to evasions making "murder respectable" in such

chaste phrases as "counter-value attacks" and in all the unreflective
vocabularly of the arms race.

This is an important part of rethinking

policy about our relations with allies and adversaries, long overdue
and essential for reducing the present chaos.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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PERCEIVED VS ACTUAL TRENDS IN U.S.
WITH EMPHASIS ON THE

DEFENSE BUDGETS

STRATEGIC PROGRAM

The belief that arms and the expenditures on arms have been on
the increase are widely accepted even in spite of available evidence to the

contrary.

This raises the question of how we have been able to deceive

ourselves so thoroughly concerning the facts.

Certainly,

as we have noted,

there has been a predilection to accept notions of increasing expenditures
and increasing levels of arms since these notions are congenial to widely
held arms race theories.

But,

in addition,

methods of presenting and analyz

ing budgetary and other information have been employed which have obscured
the actual trends.

A-l

News Coverage of the Annual Defense Budget
Many of the typical elements in the treatment of

the annual proposed

defense budget are illustrated by the article reproduced as Figure (1), a page
one article from a major newspaper.

The article headlines "record defense

spending" and suggests the primary cause for the increase is new nuclear wea
pons.

Thus the lead paragraph states ".

.

.a defense budget surpassing the

peak spending period of World War II and laying the foundation for a new

generation of nuclear weapons.

.

."

Only later in the article is it acknowledged

that inflation might have something to do with the budget increases,

and even

then in wording that suggests this may just be a Pentagon claim — "While the
research on new nuclear weapons systems could portend massive new spending

several years hence, the $6.3 billion increase in the Pentagon's new budget
largely was attributed to pay increases and higher costs across the board for

hardware and supplies."

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 1
LOS ANGELES TIMES

FEBRUARY 5, 1974

BY RUDY ABRAMSOX
Times Stall Writer

WASHIXGTOX-President Xixon

Monday sent Congress a defense
budget surpassing the peak spend

ing period of World War II and lav
ing the foundation for a new genera
tion of nuclear weapons as insur

ance against the failure of strategic
arms talks with the Soviet Union
■it negotiations fail and the Soviet

Union seeks military advantage,"
Mr. ffixon said in his budget mes

sage, "the United States must be
prepared to increase its forces

quickly and effectively."
"Because the time required for

development and deployment of ma
jor weapons systems is long, deci
sions made today will shape the abil

ity of the United States to maintain
its strength 3 to 10 years from now."

In asking a record defense outlay
of 5S7.7 billion in the year beginning
320

next July 1. the Admini>tratini> p;<>

posed an SS.4 billion Pentagon re
search and development procra-n.
plus more than SI billion for the
Atomic Energy Commission's nu
clear weapons and propulsion

projects.

Besides continuing work on the
new B-l strategic bomber and the gi
ant Trident missile-firing subma
rine, the Defense Department asked

Congress for $240 million for re

search and development om

—Larger warheads for intercon

tinental ballistic missiles.

—Improved accuracy for ICBMs.
—A new missile-firing submarine
smaller than those in the current
Polaris-Poseidon fleet.
—.Mobile ICBMs. which would bs
Please Turn to Page 21, Col. 1
320

TEN-YEAR TREND OF
2ao, FEDERAL SPENDING

300
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Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 1 (Cont)

Continued from First Page

t rat ion urged it to approve

>!V»ed

S6.2 billion in supplemen

about

by

train,

* • nek or plane rather than

buried in silos.
—N'ew Cruise missiles,

which rould be launched

from submarines, surface
ships or planes.

The studies also will
look toward equipping the
Vrvlled States' Minuteman
3 1CB.M, which now car
ries three warheads, with
more additional bombs ca
pable of striking widely
separated targets.
While the research on
new nuclear weapons sys
tems could portend mas

sive new spending several

years hence, the $6.3 bil
lion increase in the Penta
gon's new budget largely
was attributed to pay in
creases and higher costs
across the board for hard
ware and supplies.

Pcfcnse officials empha

sized that their buying
power is declining because
of inflation and that the
Pen'agon is accounting for
a smaller percentage of toU\ federal spending, an inf-rense of $6.3 billion over
1074 defense spending not
withstanding.
Pentagon Controller
Terence E. MrCiary, em
phasizing the inflationary
effect, said there had been
a S.J9 billion "peace di
vidend" since 196S. "We.
say it has been declared
and paid in full," he told
reporter?

Nevertheless, this year's
military programs are ex
pected to be a prime target

for congressional efforts to

change government prior
ities and to whittle down
the President's $301.4 bil
lion spending plan.
At the same time that
r.ongres.= received
the
budget for the upcoming
fiscal year, the Adminis-

tal appropriations for the

current year ending June
30.
Defense officials s a i rl
more money was needed
this year to pay increases
for both military person
nel and civilian employes
and to make up deficien
cies in military stockpiles
which became obvious
during the Middle East
war when the United
States rushed emergency
supplies and material to
Israeli forces.
:

Of the $6.2 billion sup

plemental request, the De
fense Department said $2.8
billion "is urgently re
quired to maintain the re
quired readiness level of
U.S. forces."

Another effect of the
Middle East fighting Was a
Pentagon decision to keep
Ihe aircraft carrier Oriskah.v, which had been slated
for retirement, on active
duty to bolster U.S.
strength in the Mediter
ranean Sea.

Officials estimate that
total military manpower
will decline by another
22,000 during the upcom
ing year, bringing it to its
lowest level since the
Korean war, 2.1 million.
However, tho Army wi!!

increase slightly in size. 1p
addition, through reorga
nization and the turnover
of fornjer military jobs to

civilian '"employes, it will

add a new combat brigade
to its present force of 13

divisions'.

Acknowledging that the

threat of attack from eovta: bombers has little cre
dibility in the missile age,
the

Defense

Department

plans to retire all of the
Army's remaining 21 Nike
Hercules air defense bat
teries. The Air Force will

retire a fighter interceptor
squadron, reducing that
force to six squadrons.
Two items buried in the
massive budget document

seem certain to trigger a

fight with Congress.
One is aid to South Viet

nam and the other is an ef
fort to speed construction
of the Trident missile
launching submarine.
Aid to the Saigon'

government will total

about SSOO million in the

current year, and $1.45 bil

lion is requested for next
year.

Officials attributed the
increase to the fact that
fighting has continued
over the year since the Pa
ris cease-fire was signed.
Besides that, South Viet
nam's military forces have

been continuing their
operations using stock
piles left behind after U.S.
forces withdrew from the
country.

-•

The United Slates is

now reaching a time when
the Defense Department
proposes to start the one-

for-one replacement of da
maged or worn out milita

ry hardware permitted by
the Paris agreement.
Faced v/ith congression
al cutbacks and opposition
to the Trident submarine

l"-igrar5. t h». Pentagon
);*rl pisnnnl to }»uiM only
•■>nr of the hi!lion-dollar

vessels in 1975, but in the
p?w budget it proposes to

conslruct two.

Defense Department of
ficials withheld explana
tion of the Trident con

struction speedup along
with the rationale behind
many other budget deci
sions until James R. Schlesinger, the defense secre
tary, appears before the
Senate Armed Services
Committee today to begin
justifying the programs.

*An identical graph of the annual trend of federal spending was
published again in the Los Angeles Times on February 4, 1975.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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The graph, "Ten Year Trend of Federal Spending" accompanying the
article, not only reinforces the impression that National Defense ex
penditures have been steadily climbing; it also suggests to the casual
reader that they are the primary reason for the growth in the total
federal budget.

This effect results from piling the "National Defense"

expenditures on top of those for "Human Resources."

Figure (2) is a redrawing of this chart for clarity, and Figure (3)

shows exactly the same data as Figure (2) at exactly the same scale.1

The

only change is that National Defense is now presented on the bottom rather
than Human Resources.

The resulting chart gives quite a different impression

than that in the article.

It suggests that the major source of the increase

in Federal spending has been due to increases in Human Resources, not
National Defense.

A-2

Confusing Increases Due To Inflation With Real Changes
But even Figure (3)

is misleading, since it is in current dollars

and hence ignores the effects of inflation.

Figure

(4)

presents the data

of Figure (3) adjusted for inflation, i.e., in dollars of constant purchasing
power.

We now see a downward trend in National Defense spending that is more

than overcome by an upward trend in spending for Human Resources.

In fact,

more authoritative results indicate a sharper downward trend than is shown

in Figure (3) for National Defense expenditures.

(As we have noted, we have

Figures (2) and (3) were drawn by first reading the data points on the
graphs in the original article as carefully as possible using a ruler
and right triangle.
We do not know the source of the data used or kinds

of budget monies employed (e.g., obligational authority, expenditures, or
other); or what definitions were used for the three categories displayed,
and we have made no attempt to justify the data or explain the anomalies
in it.

In particular,

we are at a loss

to explain why National Defense

expenditures show a decline from 1974 to 1975,
about a $6.3 billion increase.

even though the article talks

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

TEN-YEAR TREND OF FEDERAL SPENDING -■ WITH NATIONAL DEFENSE
RAtHER THAN HUMAN RESOURCES ON BOTTOM
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Figure 4

TEN-YEAR TREND OF FEDERAL SPENDING » ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION
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not attempted to check the data in the original article, and that data

contains some anomalies.

We suspect that retirement pay has been in

cluded in the "National Defense" category, and this would help to ex
plain the slower decline shown.)

A~3

Suggestions That The Strategic Forces Are The Culprit
The belief that the major cause of the alleged increase is due

to increased spending on Strategic Forces is even further removed from
reality.

The costs of the Strategic Forces, as measured by the budget

for the Department of Defense Program Package I

2

(Figure 5) have shown

a greater and more consistent decline than those for the non-strategic
forces

(Figure 6).

In constant 1976 dollars the strategic force costs fluctuated

around a mean value of about $25 billion for the period FY56 through

FY62, a value over three times that for Fiscal Year 1976.

With the ex

ception of the temporary climb in 1968 and 1969, there has been a steady
decline in constant dollars from Fiscal 1961 to the present.

In fact

the history from Fiscal 1961 to the present suggests, not an exponential
increase, but an exponential decrease.

Using least squares curve fitting,

the data fit reasonably well an exponential giving an eight percent decrease
per

2

year.

In general the totals given in the program budgets, so far as possible, include

all costs of equipment, material and personnel, that can be directly attributed
to the program mission, such as the procurement of bombers and their mainten

ance and the personnel costs for pilots,

etc., as well as all support costs that

"follow directly from the number of combat units."

in the Defense Budget;

(Martin Binkin, Support Costs

The Submerged One-Third, a Brookings Institution Staff

Paper, Washington, D.C., 1972, pages 45-46, and footnote 1, page 46.)

The resulting curve is y = a ebt where a = $22.3 billion, b = -0.0777, and
t is the number of years from FY61.

The resulting r

is 0.865.
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Figure 5

STRATEGIC FORCES DIRECT COSTS
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Figure 6

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

GENERAL PURPOSE AND AIRLIFT/SEALIFT FORCES DIRECT COSTS
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On the other hand,

the estimated Fiscal Year 1976 obligational

authority for the combined General Purpose and Airlift/Sealift Forces is
larger than the average value over the FY56-FY61 period — $36.6 billion
vs $37.4 billion.

In between, it rose to a higher plateau averaging $40.5

billion from fiscal 1962 through FY 1966 and then climbed to a peak value
in FY67 of $45.2 billion.

(All Figures are without the Southeast Asia

increment and are in constant FY76 dollars.)
It is risky, of course,

to make judgments on the basis of the

comparison of specific years because of year-by-year short-term fluctuations.
One way to avoid this is to look at trends based on smooth curves fitted
using the data for several years.

Hence, we have carried out linear regres

sions for the data over the last decade, i.e., FY66 through FY76 for the

Strategic and for the combination of General Purpose and Airlift/Sealift
Forces budgets.

For the

Strategic Forces budget the regression curve has an

initial value of $13.2 billion in FY66 and declines to $7.9 billion in FY76.
The initial value is thus 67 percent larger than the final value.

For the

General Purpose plus Airlift/Sealift budget the regression curve has a value
of $42.4 billion in FY66 and a final value of $32.7 billion in FY76, so that
the initial value is only 30 percent larger than the final value.

L

These results are clearly inconsistent with the many statements that
the costs of Strategic Forces have spiralled,
control than those for the non-Strategic Force.

or that they are less under
In general,

it appears that

these statements have not been based on any attempt to see what the net effect

/

The resulting values of r

0

are 0.70 and 0.57,

respectively.

Panofsky, W.K.H., "Statement Before the Armed Services Committee."

Hearings on

Authorization for Military Procurement, Research and Development, Fiscal Year
1970, and Reserve Strength.
Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate,

Ninety-First Congress, First Session, April 22, 1969

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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of various strategic decisions has been on actual spending, even in the
period for which relevant Government program estimates are easily avail

able (i.e., beginning with FY 1962 when the Planning, Programming and
Budgeting system had been installed under Charles J. Hitch).

In part it may be that the use of current rather than constant

dollars has obscured the drastic decline.

in current dollars.

But the decline is evident even

In current dollars the 1961 budget was $11.5 billion, 6a

more than half again as large as the $7.7 billion requested for FY 1976.

The major reason for the failure to observe the decline, we would surmise,

is that arms race theorists have had their gaze focussed on the introduction
of new systems — in line with their dominant preoccupation with innovation.
Public debate is generally concentrated intensely on the initial decision

to buy and deploy a system; much less on the maintenance and operation of
the system once in; and hardly at all on its phasing out.
arms race intellectuals in particular,

come to their attention.

As advocates,

In the case of the

the phasing out is hardly likely to

they were very much in on the begin

nings .

Systems starting from zero or near it are likely to grow very rapidly
in the initial phases; they can scarcely go down.

Apparently it is easy to

slip into the belief that there has been, in the phrase of Dr. Rodberg and Ms.

Lipton, an "across-the-board growth of our own strategic forces."

However,

an examination of the components of the strategic budget and an analysis of
the phasing in and out of the combat vehicles themselves suggests the broad

solution to the puzzle as to how this popular impressionistic doctrine can fit

Lipton, Nancy; and Leonard S. Rodberg, "The Missile Race — The Contest with
Ourselves." In The Pentagon Watchers, New York:
Doubleday and Co., 1970
pp. 293-321.

aELgure 5

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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the facts so poorly:

U.S. strategic forces haven't grown "across-the-board."

On the contrary, U.S. strategic offense budgets declined because the majority of ex
pensive bombers were phased out as less costly to operate offense missiles were

introduced (and Thor, Jupiter, Regulus, Snark, Atlas and some Titan surface-to-

surface missiles were subtracted as Polaris and Minuteman were added); further
more, budgets for the strategic defense (which had grown in response to so

many of the political campaigns of scientists in the 1950s)7 drastically de
creased in the 60s.

The net budgetary effect of these two sorts of change are illustrated

in Figure (7)which shows that strategic defense budgets declined from §8.6

billion in FY 1958 to $1.7 billion in FY 1974 using constant dollars.

This is

the latest year for which we have been able to construct an estimate of the
strategic defense component of the strategic budget.

Again, in the case of the strategic offense budget as a whole, our

estimates have not been extended to 1975 or back as far as 1956, but Figure (7)

clearly demonstrates that the systems phased out more than compensated for
the annual costs of the systems phased in.

FY1962 was $17.7 billion or 3.4

times the 1974 offense budget of $5.2 billion.

A-4

Confusing Requested With Enacted Budgets
Commentators on arras competition are often concerned with an upward

trend that they see developing in the current budget request under debate.

Thus Michael Nacht quotes Brookings' estimates of the strategic nuclear force

Glen H. Snyder, "The 'New Look' of 1953," in Strategy, Politics and Defense

Budgets, by Warner R. Schilling, Paul Y. Hammond and Glen H. Snyder, New York
and London:
Columbia University Press, 1962.
Steven R. Rivkin, The Quest for
Defense, one of the Falk Cases in Science and Government. Manuscript in the
possession of the authors,

p.

40 and 44.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 7

STRATEGIC OFFENSE AND DEFENSE OBLIGATIONAL
AUTHORITY FY58-FY74
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budget for fiscal years 1964, 1968, 1974 and 1975.

Although the FY75 figure

is lower than those for 1964 and 1968, it is higher than that for the preceding year, 1974.

8

He then states "The Brookings analysis...indicates that

this (downward) trend has been halted, and in fact reversed, with the FY1975
budget allocation."

o

The Brookings Institution warns against using their projections as
predictions of future defense budgets.

For instance, in their analysis of

the FY74 budget they state "... the projections are based on the 1974 defense
budget as presented to the Congress by the Administration and therefore do
not take into account the Congressional review, which in recent years has

resulted in roughly a 4 percent reduction of the requests.10

However, this

warning is easily ignored, as the Nacht quotation indicates.

Matters of arms competition are of course related to long term trends

in budgets, not to year-by-year fluctuations, and insistence on an "ant's eye"
view can lead to distorted perspectives.

For example,

there was considerable

debate over whether supplemental funds requested for the FY74 budget should
more properly be considered part of the FY75 defense budget.

Whatever sig

nificance this issue has for the debate over the FY75 budget, it has no
significance for an analysis of long term trends.
Suggesting trends by comparing a budget request with the last year's

budget can lead to quite misleading impressions.

As Brookings has noted, the

appropriations approved by Congress for defense have tended to be smaller

than the Administration's request.

Figure (8)shows the appropriations passed

by Congress expressed as a percent of the Administration's budget request.
Over the past several years the budget request has been cut about 5 percent.

Q

The actual numbers are FY1964, 29.7; FY1968, 23.4; FY1974, 16.7; and FY1975,
18.3.
Brookings estimates include substantial allocations for overhead.
They are discussed in detail below.
9

Michael L. Nacht, "The Delicate Balance of Error," Foreign Policy, 19 (Summer
1975), p.172.

10

Barry M.

Blechman, Edward M.

Priorities:

The 1974 Budget

Gramlich and Robert W. Hartman,

Setting National

(The Brookings Institution, 1973), p.

306. •

1.05 r—
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A-5

The Combined Effects of Ignoring Inflation And Ignoring The
Difference Between Requested and Approved Budgets
Generally speaking,

gether.

the two confusions discussed above occur to

The impression is created that defense spending is on the increase

by repetition over the years of the comparison of the President's requested
defense budget to the approved budget of the preceding year or years, all
expressed in current dollars.

can be seen in Table (A-I).

The combined effect of these two factors

The left-hand columns of Table (A-I) show the

apparent change in defense spending that is created by the common practice

of comparing a budget request with the enacted budget of the prior year
and doing so in current dollars.

From this point of view, it has looked

like the defense budget was on the increase for all but two of the last
twenty years.

The actual change is shown in the right-hand columns, which

compare the enacted budget per year with the prior year's enacted budget,

and do so in dollars adjusted for inflation.

The actual change has been

a decrease for all but eight of the last twenty years.

A~6

Including Overhead Costs Without Clearly Identifying Them
Presentation of the U.S. military budget starting in Fiscal Year

1962 has broken out costs into several major programs, including the pro
gram for strategic offense forces and the continental defense forces.
general,

In

the totals given in the program budgets, so far as possible,

include all costs that can be allocated directly to program elements,
is, the costs of equipment, material and personnel,
attributed to the program mission,

that can be directly

such as the procurement of bombers and

their maintenance and the personnel costs for pilots, etc.

Also all support

costs that "follow directly from the number of combat units"

rtin Binkin,

Support Costs in the Defense Budget:

are included.

The Submerged One-Third.

A Brookings Institution Staff Paper, Washington, D.C.,

footnote 1, p. 46.

that

1972,

pp.

45-46,

and

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Table A-I

THE CONTINUING APPARENT INCREASE IN THE DEFENSE BUDGET
AND THE CONTINUING ACTUAL DECLINE

DOD Basic Budget Authoritya

President's Request and Supplemental Request
Including Sea Increment (Billions of Dollars)
The Apparent Change

Prior Year
Fis

Enacted

cal

Budget

Year

Current $

The Actual Change
Prior Year

This Year's

This Year's

Enacted

Requested
Budget

Current $

Change

Enacted

Budget

Budget

Constant

Constant

FY75

$

FY75

$

Change

1975

78.46

89.56C

14.1

89.87

84.09d

-6.4

1974

75.39

83.47

10.7

94.70

89.87

-5.1

1973

72.86

80.85

11.0

97.42

94.70

-2.8

1972

69.25

76.18

10.0

100.79

97.42

-3.3

1971

72.67

71.58

-1.5

113.18

100.79

-10.9

1970

74.32

78.39

5.5

124.91

113.18

-9.4

1969

74.13

79.95

7.9

131.44

124.91

-5.0

1968

70.30

76.31

8.5

128.98

131.44

1.9

1967

58.74

69.91

19.0

112.30

128.98

14.9

1966

47.68

58.83

23.4

95.55

112.30

17.5

1965

48.22

48.40

0.4

99.42

95.55

-3.9

1964

48.37

50.10

3.6

102.68

99.42

-3.2

1963

46.70

48.35

3.5

100.00

102.68

2.7

1962

40.30

46.44

15.2

86.84

100.00

15.1

1961

39.23

39.68

1.1

87.18

86.84

-0.4

1960

39.88

39.27

-1.5

89.01

87.18

-2.1

1959

34.20

39.10

14.3

78.80

89.01

13.0

1958

34.66

36.64

5.7

87.91

78.80

-5.0

1957

31.87

34.16

7.2

78.87

82.91

5.1

1956

28.77

32.23

12.0

73.75

78.87

6.9

a.

.

...

Basic budget excludes construction, military assistance,

civil functions and

civil defense accounts.
b.

Includes all supplemental requests.

c.

Requested budget for FY75 includes an anticipated supplemental request of
$2.5 billion.

d.

The enacted budget includes the $2.5 billion anticipated FY75 supplemental
request.

Source:

Department of Defense OASD (Comptroller), Directorate for Program and
October 21, 1974.

Financial Control,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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There are, of course, overhead items that do not vary with the

number of combat units and that are therefore not traceable to the spe

cific function of these units and the program size.

Examples include the

costs of recruitment and basic training, much of the medical expense,

the costs of intelligence important for planning both strategic and gen
eral purpose force compositions, deployments and plans.

For some purposes it is quite useful to allocate overhead.

How

ever, it should be clear that such an allocation between General Purpose

and Strategic Forces is necessarily arbitrary.

The Brookings Institution
12

makes such overhead allocations in its budget analyses.

For example, in

its analysis of past budget trends it attributes half the Intelligence
and Communications Program to the Strategic Forces, and half to the Gen
eral Purpose Forces, even though the direct program costs of the General
Purpose Forces have been running well over three times that of the Stra

tegic Forces since 1970; and it holds this 50-50 split constant from a
starting point in 1962 even though during that period the General Pur

pose Forces program has varied from being less than 1-2/3 to over 4-2/3

as large as the strategic program.

It also attributes to the Strategic

Forces 40 percent of the R and D budget and varied percentages of those
support programs that are not directly allocated in the program budgets.

Aside from the necessarily arbitrary character of such over
head allocations, a focus on budgets including overhead costs so esti
mated can be greatly misleading if they suggest that these overhead
12

Prior to its analysis of the FY1975 budget, Brookings used two direct
categories—Strategic and General Purpose with the latter including

Program Package IV, Airlift/Sealift.
For its analysis of the FY1975
budget, Airlift/Sealift was treated as a separate direct category.
Since we do not analyze Airlift/Sealift Programs separately, we are

using the earlier,

two-category definition.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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costs will vary with changes in the direct costs of strategic offense

and defense—with changes, for instance, in the number of combat vehicles.
To take an example, it is well understood that large reductions in stra
tegic forces that might be agreed on in a strategic arms limitation
treaty could call for much increased rather than decreased levels of

inspection.

Small violations are hard to detect.

But a violation yield

ing a given numerical advantage to one of two small strategic forces fac
ing each other would make a greater relative marginal difference than

such a violation if the forces were both large.

As forces decline, then,

it becomes more important to detect small changes.

point.

This is a familiar

In fact, Dr. Wiesner has for many years suggested that drastic

reductions in strategic forces are likely to require large increases in
the amount and costs of inspection, to permit the decrease in the "legal
force" to be safe.

As the inspection system is developed, the probable error
of the inspection system will decrease and consequently
the size of the legal force can be decreased with safety,
which in turn will permit an increase in the inspection
efforts.

He has presented a curve to show that the amount of inspection

needed, in his view, might double if the forces were halved and so on.14
It is plain then that whether we are talking about reduced num

bers of offense and defense combat units decided on unilaterally or in

13

Jerome B. Wiesner, "Inspection for Disarmament," in Arms ControlIssues for the Public, L. Henkin, ed., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: American Assembly, Columbia University, Prentice Hall, 1961, p. 137.

14Ibid.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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a bilateral agreement relying (as in SALT) on national means of verifica
tion, a decline in intelligence programs should not be expected to paral
lel the reduction in strategic units.
It is worth noting furthermore that the current theorists of

the spiralling arms race make much of the supposed destabilizing effect

of inaccuracies and uncertainties in our estimates of Russian forces.
The standard example is the "missile gap" and its correction by improved
means of reconnaissance.

Then increased expenditures on reconnaissance

cannot be taken as contributing unambiguously to an explosive arms race.
We would stress that there are items outside of the strategic
program budget that are well worth studying in themselves, but not simply

as a lump sum,arbitrarily allocated and added to the strategic program
budget.

Brookings uses different allocation methods when it treats past

DoD budgets than when it estimates projected budgets.

We use the term

"Brookings Method I" for the allocation formulas they use for past bud
gets.

Figure(9)shows the amount that is arbitrarily allocated by Brook

ings Method I to the Strategic Forces and to the General Purpose Forces
as ratios to the direct costs of these forces.

The Brookings estimates

of past budgets for the Strategic Forces include substantial and increas
ing amounts of arbitrarily allocated funds.

These are not presented sep

arately in their annual series of budget analyses.

Using the Brookings

formula, the amount allocated to the Strategic Forces would increase

from less than half their direct costs in the late 1950s to over one and
one-half times their direct costs in 1975 and 1976.

The funds allocated

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 9

RATIO OF BROOKINGS METHOD I ALLOCATED TO DIRECT COSTS
(CONSTANT FY76 DOLLARS)
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to the General Purpose and Airlift-Sealift Forces have increased as well,
reflecting a general increase in the cost of the indirect programs rela
tive to the direct programs.

But the increase has been less marked than

for the Strategic Forces, ranging from about three-quarters of the direct
costs in the late 1960s to about 1.1 times the direct costs in 1974.

The fact that the Strategic Forces have to carry an increasing

burden of the overhead budget in the Brookings allocation obscures but does
not erase the decline in expenditures for the Strategic Forces.

The

lower curve in Figure (lO)shows the costs of the Strategic Forces that
follow from the number of combat units, i.e., the Program Package I costs,
and the upper curve shows the total of these costs plus those arbitrarily
allocated by Brookings Method I.

Even though that method leads to an in

creasing ratio of arbitrary allocated costs,

the Brookings numbers

show a decided downward trend in Strategic Force costs.
year of Fiscal 1962,

In their peak

they were almost twice the value of Fiscal Year 1975.

One reason for not lumping allocated and direct costs together

is that historically there has been no discernible positive correlation
between reductions in direct costs and corresponding reductions in indi
rect costs.

Using the Brookings definition of direct costs as those in

Program Categories I, II, and IV, i.e., Strategic Forces, General Purpose

Forces, and Airlift/Sealift Forces, and calling all other costs indirect
costs, we see from Figure (11) that the direct and indirect costs have
been moving in opposite directions.

Note that we have removed Retirement

Pay from these figures.

The Brookings allocation methods appear to be based on the assumption
that certain categories of indirect costs vary linearly with the direct
costs, or at least with the operating cost portion of the direct costs on a
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Figure 10

STRATEGIC FORCES COSTS THAT FOLLOW FROM THE NUMBER OF
COMBAT UNITS AND THE BROOKINGS METHOD I DIRECT PLUS
40r

ARBITRARILY ALLOCATED COSTS

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 11

TRENDS IN DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS
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year-by-year basis, i.e., without assumptions of lagged variables.

We have

conducted an extensive series of regression analyses on the program cate
gory costs, year by year, using unlagged variables, and can find no statis

tical basis for an historical unlagged correlation between direct and indirect
cost.

Of course, any causal relationship between direct and indirect

costs would probably involve lagged variables.

Obligational authority, after

all, is often not spent in the year it is appropriated; training might
occur prior to an increase in operating direct costs and numerous other

activities in one program element can impact on another in years other than

the year for which money is appropriated.

But it appears intuitively clear

from Figure (11) that a more refined statistical analysis, if it were

possible (and we don't believe there is data available to make one possible),
would not reveal major relations between direct and indirect costs that

would permit the assumption that a reduction in a direct cost program would
impact on the indirect cost program.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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A"*7

The Treatment of Long Term Projections of Defense Budgets
An error similar to that of comparing proposed with enacted bud

gets can and does occur in the use of long term projections of defense
spending by assuming that the administration or the Department of

Defense or even individual services get everything they want and at a rapid
rate.

It is appropriate to point out the long term cost implications

of such programs,but it is misleading to treat such projections as if
they reflected the likely course of defense spending.

Such a caution

is noted by Brookings Institution in its analyses of the defense budget.
"A note of warning must be emphasized.

The projections

should not be taken as predictions of future defense bud
gets.

They lack such precision not simply because of

limitations in estimating procedures but because actual
budgets will .depend on decisions about defense, policy,
which change from year to year.

Furthermore, the pro

jections are based on the 1974 defense budget as presented
to the Congress by the administration and therefore do
not take into account the congressional review, which in
recent years has resulted in roughly a 4 percent reduction

of the requests.

Instead of predicting actual budgets, these

projections are meant to measure what would happen in the

future if current decisions on force levels, weapon acqui
sition programs, and manpower policies were left unchanged.

They serve, therefore, to highlight the need to review cur

rent defense policies in terms of their longer-range budgetary
implications."

15.M. Blechman, E.M. Gramlich, R. W. Hartman, Setting National Priorities
The 1975 Budget. The Brookings Institution, p. 306.
!
~

Thus,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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However, as with drugs and cigerettes,
the warning labels.

Even Brookings,

users are likely to ignore

itself,

forgets its own warnings;

thus on the page immediately preceding the above quote we find the state
ment:

"These projections, shown in tabular form at the end of the
chapter,
.

can be summarized briefly:

The trend in defense cost is strongly upward.

By 1978

current defense policies would require funding authori

zation of $93.4 billion in constant 1974 dollars.
would represent an increase of over $11 billion,
percent,

This
or 14

in the cost of the baseline force..."

The degree to which one can be misled by taking projected costs of

the "DOD

program" as predictions of the trend in spending can be seen in Figures

(12) and '(13).

In its series of analyses of the federal budget, the Brook

ings Institution has presented projected costs of

the DOD program.

We

have taken these projected costs from the last four years'volumes in

this series and plotted them along with the actual historical trend of these
costs.

Results are shown in Figure (12)

for the Strategic Force Program

alone (figures which include substantial allocations of overhead costs

using Brookings methods as noted) and in Figure (13) for the total Defense
budget.

Each year the trend in the projected DOD program budget for

Strategic Forces has been sharply upward while historically there has been a
steady downward trend.

16Ibid, p. 305.

Similar results are seen for the

total defense
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Figure 12

BROOKINGS PROJECTED COSTS OF THE DOD STRATEGIC FORCE
PROGRAM AND THE HISTORICAL TREND OF THESE COSTS

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Figure 13

BR00K1NGS PROJECTED COSTS OF THE TOTAL DOD BUDGET
AMD THE HISTORICAL TREND OF THESE COSTS
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budget in Figure 12.
A-8

Distorted Perceptions of Cost Savings Achievable by Cutbacks
or Slowdowns
Not only is

spending,

it possible to get a misimpression of

for the reasons developed above,

exaggerated view of

the trend in

it is also possible to get an

the amount of money that can be saved by either reduc

ing the forces or slowing down their modernization.
We use as an example the estimates of alternative strategic pro

grams appearing in the Brookings analysis of the 1974 budget.

Their

analysis of the 1975 budget discusses many program alternatives^

of course,

but it does not present projected costs of alternative programs in ways

convenient for analysis as those of the 1974 volume.
impossible to carry out

It would have been

this analysis without additional information kindly

provided to us by Barry Blechman of the Brookings

Institutution.

His

cooperation is greatly appreciated but he should not be held responsible
for any errors in our interpretation of the data.

Table (A-II)

is from the Brookings analysis.

All costs are in 1974

dollars so all increases due to inflation have been removed from the

numbers.

The table shows an increase of $3 billion in the cost of the

The Brookings estimates of historical budgets have varied from year to
year.

Thus their estimates of the 1964 strategic budget in current dol

lars was $17 billion in their analysis of the fiscal '72 budget and in
the three succeeding years analyses was $13.9 billion, $16 billion and
$16.1 billion dollars respectively.
Curiously the lowest of these esti
mates, that one made for the *73 budget analysis, includes retirement
pay whereas those for

the two latter years do not.

estimates presented in Figures
Method I allocation formula.

(12)

and

The historical

(13) were computed using the Brookings

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table A-II
Brookings Costs of Alternatives

The Cost of Alternative Strategic Postures, Fiscal Years' 1974, 1977, and 1980*
Total obligational authority in billions of 1974 dollars
Annual
average,

Alternative

1974

1977

1980

1974-80

1.

The present posture3

18. 0

21. Q

21. 7

20.2

2.

A less expensive triad

16. 4

15. 8

17. 6

16.2

3.

A dyad — bombers and sea-based missiles*

16: 0

13. 6

15. 9

14.4

4«

A sea—based force

xv,?
16.

x^.o
12.
6

j.u.2
10.

±j.v
13.0

Source:

Authors1 estimates.

9

5

All cost estimates include an allowance for indirect operating

expenses such as training, medical care, and administration.

a.

Projection of the cost of carrying out present strategic programs.
for details.

b.

Differs from alternative 1 in a slower development pace for Trident; slower development of
a new strategic bomber,

including a choice between the B-l and a standoff bomber; phase-out

curtailment of the Minuteman/MIRV program at 550 missiles.

c.

Differs from alternative 1 in all the measures listed for alternative 2 plus phasing out all
land-based missiles and antiballistic missile systems by fiscal 1980.

d.

Differs from alternative 1 in stopping all modernization programs for offensive weapons
except Trident and gradually phasing out all strategic bombers, land-based missiles, and
antiballistic missile systems by fiscal 1980; and selective reductions in air defenses
(see text).

Edward R.

Vriod, cC.
p.

345.

,n1 .,

Sell-ing Nnt1nn.nl

Is

See Chapter 9, pp. 307-15;

of older model B-52s and FB-111 bombers; selected reductions in air defense (see text); and

Institution,

i

Pr ioriHos^^ TJho 197/| JlmjjC&t* The IJrooki-ngs*

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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"present posture" by 1977 and continued increases through 1980 to $21.7
billion.

However,

the least expensive of the alternatives shown declines

in costs to only $10.5 billion in 1980, a savings of $11.2 billion per year
at that time.

Since the total direct costs of the Strategic Forces are

under $7 billion (they should be stated of course in 1974 dollars for
strict consistency which would give a lower number than 1975 dollars used
elsewhere in this report), it is clear that a substantial portion of this

$11 billion saving must come out of arbitrarily allocated costs — a fact
not readily apparent from Table

(A-II) which does not break out the direct and

indirect costs.

In doing their cost projections, Brookings uses different tech
niques for handling indirect costs than are used in their analyses of
past DOD budgets.

Table (A-III),
1974 budget breaks out

also from the Brookings analysis of the fiscal year
their estimate of

the projected costs for what they

call the DOD present program for Strategic Forces.

Tables

(A-IV) and (A-V)

were based on data provided to us by Blechman and provide details on how

the costs for the "present posture" were adjusted to provide costs for
two of the alternatives, "Less expensive triad" and the "Diad — Bombers
and Sea Based Missiles" — Alternatives 2 and 3 of Table

(A-II) .

While

this data is not sufficient to reproduce and check the Brookings calcu

lations,

they do reveal several points that suggest the projected cost

savings may be

exaggerated.

First the "present posture" figures are probably too large. The Brookings

"DOD program" assumes that most of what the Pentagon wanted at the time would
be granted,

including conversion of the entire Minuteman force to Minute-

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table A-ITI

THE BROOKINGS PROJECTION OF THE PRESENT PROGRAM

Projected Costs of Strategic Forces, by Category, Fiscal Years 1973-80
Total obligational authority in billions of 1974 dollars

Category

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

A.

Major system acquisition

4.2

4.5

5.0

6.2

6.2

6.0

6.0

5.9

B.

Other investment

4.8

5.0

5.0

5.1

5.3

5.6

5.6

5.5

C.

Direct operating costs

3.7

3.7

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

Indirect operating costs6

3.6

3.6

D.

4.8

4.8

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.7

4.7

4.7

17.5

18.0

18.2

19.5

19.7

19.9

19.9

19.7

0.3

0.6

1.2

1.3

1.5

1.6

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.4

21.0

21.4

21.8

21.7

Subtotal

Allowance for cost growth

Allowance for new initiatives
Total

Sources:

b.
c.

d.

•

•

17.5

»

•

*

•

*

18.0

•

•

•

18.5

*

•

#

20.1

o

ON

Derived by authors from data in the documents listed in Tables 8-1, 8-2, 8-4, and 9.1 above.

See discussion in text.
a.

•

■

Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.

Excludes incremental costs of the war in Vietnam.

Includes research and development, procurement, and military construction costs directly

associated with major systems.

Research and development, procurement, and military construction traceable to strategic forces
other than that covered in note b.

Includes military personnel and operations and maintenance appropriations for active forces

funded in program I of the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP), plus all military personnel and

operations and maintenance appropriations for reserve strategic forces.

e.

A share of indirect operating costs such as communications, training, logistical support
administration (programs III, VII, VIII, and IX of the FYDP) proportionate to the direct
operating costs of strategic forces.

*Ibid.t

p.

and

Also includes civil defense appropriations.

314.

J

.Table

A-IV

Adjustments to Arrive at the Costs of Alternative 2

Slowdown of Trident

Category

■ '

A

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

All. for
Cost Growth
Subtotal

Slowdown of New Bomber

Annual

Brookings 1

Posture Chanjje - Alt. 2

Average

74

75

76

77

-1. 0

-1.4

-1.8

5: o"

-0.2

-0.3

-1.6

-2.1

.

"

78

79

80

74-80

-1.0

-0 .3

+0.2

+0.2

-0.73

-0.5

-0 ,5

-0.3

-0.31
-1.04

-1.5

for

Cost Growth

—

-0.3

-0.5

-0,1

-0.3

■

All. for New
Initiatives
Subtotal

Reduce Bomber Force

-■

,

~

-0.8

A

-0.1

C

-0.6

-0.6

-0.37

-0,.3

-0.2

-0.1

-0.14

-o.^1

-0.2
-1.0

-0.2
-0.9

-0.07
-0.59

-0.27

-1.,0

-0.4

-0.4

-0 .4

-0.3

—

-0.48

-0.69
-0.31
-1.0

-0.90
-0.40

-1 .10
-0 .50

-1.3

-1.17
-0.53

-0.53

-0 83
-0.37

-1.7

-1.20

(-0.2)

(-0.6)
(-0.2)

-0.54

-0. 2

-0.6

—

-0. 28 .
-0. 12

C + D

-0 .6

-0.4

—

D

Reduce Air Defense

-0.2

i

A

All.

Don't MIRV HMII

-0.4

-0 .8

-0. 4

-1.17

-1,.6

-1.7

(-0.7)
(-0.2)

(-0.5)

(-0.8)

-0.8

(-0. 7)
(-0. 2)

-0.9

-0. 9

-0.8

-1.1

-0.76

—

-0.1

-0.2

-0. 1

-0.1

-0.1

-0.09

—-

—

—

-0.1

-0. 2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.10

A

-1. 1

-2.2

C

-3.1

-0. 35

-0.61

-2.6

-2. 0

-1.2

-1.2

-0. 15

-0.29

-1.03

-1. 23

-0.38

-1.37

-1.91

D

-0.82

-1. 6

-3.1

-4.3

-0.47
-4.1

-0. 57

-0.63

-3. 8

-1.37
-0.63

-0.45

-3.2

-3.2

-3.33

—

-0.2

-0.5

-1.0

-0. 9

-0.7

-0.5

-0.54

—

—

—

-0.1

-0. 3

-0.4

-0.4

-0.17

-1. 6

-3.3

-4.8

-5.2

-5. 0

-4.3

-4.1

-4.04

A2

(-0.

C + D '

(-0.

A.B.C.D1
All.

(-0.4)1

-0.21

for

Cost Growth

All.

I)1
I)1

.

J

for New

Initiatives

Total Decrement,

Alternative 2

A,B,C,D

All.

for

.

Cost Growth
—

All.

for New

Initiative
Total

-0.97

_-

.

The capital letters refer to the four categories appearing in Table A-III.

Numbers in parentheses are Blechman's rough guesses.
only the calculations of the totals for A through D.

At the time of our discussion with Bleehman, he had on hand

According to Bleehman two-thirds are direct, one third is indirect.

,

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table A-V

Present Program and Alternative 2 Costs Compared

Category

A.

Adj.

to Alt.

2

Alternative 2

1977

4.5

5.0

6.2

-1.1

-2.2

3.4

Average

1978

1979

1980

6.2

6.0

■5.0

5.9

5.7

-3.1

-2.6

-2.0

-1.2

-1.2

-1.9

2.8

3.1

3.6

4.0

4.8

4.7

3.8

5.0

5.0

5.1

5.3

5.6

5.6

5.5

5.3

3.7

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

-0.4

, -0.6

-0.8

-1.0

-1.2

-1.4

-1.4

-1.0

3.3

3,0

2.8

2.6

2.A

2.2

2.2

2.6

1974-1980

Direct Operating Costs
Present Program
Adj.

to Alt.

2

Alternative 2
D.

1976

Other Investment
Present Program
.
and Alternative 2

C.

1975

Major System Acquisition
Present Program

B.

1974

Indirect Operating Costs
Present Program
Adj.

to Alt.

2

Alternative 2

4.8

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

-0.5

-0.6

-6.6

-0.6

-0.4

.4.6

4.3

4.2

-.4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

•4.2

-

Subtotal

Present Program
Adj.

for Alt.

2

Alternative 2

-

18.0

18,2

19.5

19.7

19.9

19.9

19.7

19.3

-1.6

-3.1

-4.3

-4.1

-3.8

-3.2

-3.2

. -3.2

16.4

15.1

■15.2

15.6

16.1

16.7

16.5

15.9

Allowance for Cost Growth
•

Present Program

Adj.

for Alt.

0.3

0.6

1.2

1.3

1.5

1.6

0.9

-0.2

-0.5

-1.0

-0.9

-0.7

-0.5

-0.5

—

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.1

0.4

—

~

—

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.2

-0.1

-0.3

-0.4

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

—

2

'

Alternative 2

Allowance for New Initiatives
Present Program
Adj.

for Alt.

2

Alternative 2

0.0

-o.i1

—

—

—

18.0

18.5

20.1

21.0

21.4

21.8

21.7

20.4

-1.6

-3.3

-4.8

-5.2

-5.0

-4.3

-4.1

-4.0

16.4

15.2

15.3

15.8

16.4

17.5

17.6

16.3

Total

Present Program
Adj.

for Alt. 2

Alternative 2

Note:

Columns do not always add to totals due to rounding

There aODe/irs to he an error In Chin number which we have not atbemntnd Co rpjsolvp wfrh UrnnHnos.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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man III and procurement of 42.AWACS

(Airborne Warning and Control System).

Not only is it based on the assumption that the Pentagon would get
everything that it currently wants but it includes an allowance averaging

$200 million a year to cover the costs of future requests for new weapons.
There is also an allowance averaging $900 million a year for cost growths
associated principally with Trident, B-l and AWACS.
estimates of such cost growths are reasonable,
to assume that if they occur,

Whether or not their

it does not appear reasonable

they would not lead to a reshuffling of the

DOD program.

:

A major change in going from the "present program" to their
Alternative 2 is the slowdown of the development and procurement of new
systems pushing much of their costs into the 1980s.

However,

their table

only shows costs through 1980.

Occasionally they have noted such cost deferrals, but they are

easily overlooked and do not appear in the summary tables such as those repro

duced here.

Thus, of the $7.5 billion that they estimate would be saved

through 1980 by a slowdown of Trident,
deferral to beyond 1980.

Actually,

about $3.5 billion would be a cost

the measure which they have labeled

"a slower development pace for Trident" in the notes to Table (A-II), and "slowing
down the submarine.

.

. modernization programs"

procure Trident I as well,

B.

M.

Blechman,

et.al.,

include a decision not to

leading to savings, by their account,

billion.

18

18

op.

cit.,

p.

346.

of $2.5

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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It is not clear that this would represent an out-and-out cost saving.

Trident I is not simply an interim program but may also be a less expensive
replacement for Poseidon than is Trident II and could well be part of an

"optimum mix" force of Trident II for the extremely long range, and Trident I

for intermediate range purposes.

However, insufficient data is provided to

test this type of hypothesis.

Alternative II also includes "a choice between the B-l and the standoff

bomber" also labeled "slowing down bomber modernization programs."19
We have been told that this was costed on the assumption that the choice
made was for the standoff bomber, that the B-l is not procured under the
costing assumptions and the standoff bomber is procured sometime later in
this decade.

At least one cost saving they achieve is through "curtailment" of a
program that was not part of the DOD program at the time.

This is the

replacement of the entire Minuteman II force with Minuteman III missiles.
This may have been a program desired by the Air Force at the time, and it

has been under consideration in the Defense Department but it was not a part
of defense programs at that time.

In their reductions to Alternatives 2 and 3, Brookings subtracts almost
one-half of the "allowance for cost growth" and aJU of the monies for new

initiatives.

These categories represent 32 percent of the savings on the

Trident and new bomber programs combined and 25 percent of the savings on

air defense.

Since the alternatives represent major slowdowns in modern

ization and force reductions, it would seem that, if anything, there would be
an increase rather than a decrease in the possibility that new initiatives
might have to be undertaken toward the end of

the decade.

And if it proves

necessary later to undertake new programs or accelerate old ones, might not

19Ibid, p. 346.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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these cause substantial cost increases?
These,

of course, are debatable points, but they cannot be

easily debated if the only data available is highly aggregate cost esti
mates such as are presented in the Brookings publications.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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A-9

Conclusion

A meaningful discussion on the level of strategic forces activity
must begin with a discussion on costs of maintaining a given strategic

military posture.

With these cost estimates in hand,

can then pursue such questions as:

activity?

the defense analyst

What should be the level of strategic

What are the alternative postures available to the United States?

And what are their costs?

Frequently, however, statements are made calling

for a substantial cutback in strategic force spending, not because the U.S.
is currently spending too much, but rather the cost figures the analyst
is working with are erroneous or are not representive because of the arbi
trary manner in which they were derived.

Thus, before any judgment can be

made regarding the "right" amount of spending on strategic forces, it is
necessary,

indeed mandatory,

to determine the actual level of strategic

forces expenditures and the actual costs of alternative weapon systems.

This appendix has pointed out a number of the more common blunders

"Pentagon watchers" make in their attempts to evaluate the current year's
defense budget and in their attempt to evaluate alternative military postures.
We have indicated a number of myths which repeatedly emerge in the annual
discussions on the defense budget and have attempted to clear the ground so

that productive discussion on the future trend and magnitude of the strategic
force budget may take place.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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APPENDIX B

EXTENSION OF THE RESULTS ON INTELLIGENCE PREDICTIONS
OF SOVIET STRATEGIC FORCES

B"1

Statistical Analysis of Long and Short Term Secretary of Defense
Predictions, 1962-1969. The McNamara-Clifford Years.
"

These sections present the results of statistical analyses of pre

dictions about Soviet strategic offense deployments from 1962-1969.1 The
source of the predictions is the annual reports to Congress of the

Secretaries of Defense.

These sections compare the predictions with

post-deployment intelligence estimates of actual inventories for the
purpose of identifying biases and of determining to what extent learning
occurred, and do this using appropriate standard statistical tests.

The

investigation has focused on two aspects of intelligence predictions:
the direction and magnitude of errors on the one hand, and possible trends
in these errors on the other.

The formal predictions in the annual reports analyzed here concern
ICBM launchers, submarine launched missile tubes (SLMs), and medium and

heavy bombers.

Our analysis covers all of the Secretaries' predictions made

between 1962 and 1969 in the case of ICBM launchers and SLM tubes.

Missile

predictions for years after 1972 are excluded from this section and dealt

with in Section B-2 on the Laird years.

They were made without knowledge of the

SALT I agreement, and consequently assumed an environment that was qualita

tively different from the post-SALT world of limited missile construction.

The data analyzed for bombers cover a more extended period for reasons that
will become apparent.
1972.

They include all predictions made between 1962 and

(SALT I did not apply to bombers.)

As explained in our earlier study,

two types of prediction may be distin

guished in the case of ICBM and SLM launchers, due to the duration of time required

for their construction.

At the time of prediction, considerable information was

"These predictions were presented in "The Strategic Competition: Perceptions
and Response" and the Tables from that report containing these predictions are

reproduced at the end of this section (see Tables B-VI-B-VIII)

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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available on known completed launchers and on launchers in process of
construction.

Thus a short term prediction would be quite well supported

by hard evidence;

this is not the case for predictions for longer time

periods which must cover launchers not yet started and possibly not yet
programmed.

The significance of this distinction for the purposes of the present
study depends upon which characteristics of long-term estimates of
inventory are selected for evaluation.
with the estimated total
However,

inventory,

Clearly,

total

if we are concerned only

no such distinction need be considered.

if we are interested in evaluating the accuracy of predictions of

changes in inventory,

the Secretaries'

estimates of current inventory at

time the predictions are made become essential to our analyses.
each estimate about

the

Obviously,

future total inventory may be converted into an incre

mental prediction by subtracting the Secretary's estimate of initial current
inventory at the time the prediction was made.

about future cumulative stocks

The fact

that a statement

is formulated as a prediction need not deter

us from attempting to isolate that component of

the statement that derives

from and sums up the accurately known past.

is the residual that is of

It

interest for evaluating the prediction component of

the statement.

A predic

tion that the cumulative rainfall over a ten year period will be such and
such is of negligible interest as a forecast, when made a month or so before
the end of the ten year period.

Whether one mistakenly predicted a drought

or a deluge in the last month would not greatly affect the total, most of which
is history.
tory,

In the case of

the present

study,

if based upon exact knowledge of current

to a prediction of

inventory change only.

a statement about
inventory,

future

inven

would be equivalent

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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The remarks above center on predictions about missile launchers.

The

Russian missile programs in the 1960s involved a steady annual increase in

the number of launchers under construction and the number of launchers com
pleted.

There were very few phaseouts.

relevant differences for the analysis.

The case of the bombers has some

Here both the predicted and actual

changes involved withdrawing units from the strategic force, and such with

drawals or phaseouts are not preceded by a long visible period of preparation,
as is the case for construction of a silo or a submarine-launched tube.

The

uncertainties as to phaseout affect the short and long term bomber predictions

in substantially the same way.

In testing bomber predictions, therefore, we

do not make a distinction parallelling that between short run and long run
predictions about missile launchers.

If intelligence predictions were formulated so as clearly to separate
estimates of current inventory from predictions of new starts expected to

be completed in the prediction interval

and units predicted to be withdrawn,

such conceptual difficulties would not trouble evaluation of the predictions.

These difficulties have led us to introduce several alternative measures of

accuracy of long term predictions.

Each of these measures, together with the

statistical methodology employed for their analysis, are described in detail
in this section.

Our results may be summarized as follows.

The underestimates for the

long term predictions about ICBM launchers were highly significant statis
tically.

The mean difference between the predicted and actual average annual

change in inventory was -80.1 ICBM launchers.

Furthermore, for three of four

measures of prediction accuracy there was a statistically significant worsen
ing.

Underestimation increased; predictions made in earlier years were

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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better than those made in later years.

Only the fourth measure, which

takes no account of the partially ex post facto character of long term

predictions, showed no significant trend in prediction accuracy over the

1962-1969 period.

(It is interesting that in spite of the steadily in

creasing historical component of these cumulative predictions, they show

no increased accuracy.

This is consistent with the worsening in accuracy

of the component predicting change in inventory.)

Our analysis of long term predictions of SLM launchers revealed

statistically significant underestimation.

The mean difference between

the actual and predicted average annual change in inventory was -35 SLM
launchers.
accuracy.

The data exhibited no significant trend in prediction
We conclude that neither learning nor "unlearning" occurred with

regard to SLM predicting ability during the 1962-1969 period.

In the case of both medium and heavy bombers,, underestimates were
statistically significant.

The mean difference between the actual and pre

dicted annual average change in inventory of heavy bombers (excluding heavy

tankers) was -6.33 heavy bombers.
medium and heavy bombers.

Predictions for medium bombers improved signifi

cantly during the 1965-71 period.
occurred.

Results of trend analysis differed for

We conclude, therefore, that learning

In the case of heavy bombers the interpretation of results is

not unambiguous.

Tests of trend showed no significant difference from zero

(i.e., neither learning nor "unlearning" occurred).
upon Student's t test

However, findings based

for the difference between the sample means of pre

diction errors in the earlier years and the later years indicate that the

later predictions were worse (larger underestimates for the later sample than
for the earlier one).

2SeeB-1.2, point 5 for definition.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Short term predictions were analyzed for ICBM launchers and SLM launch

tubes.

For both of these systems, during the period as a xohole, differences

between actual and predicted values were not significantly different from
zero; i.e., neither a pattern of overestimation nor underestimation was

exhibited.

For ICBM launchers no trend was evidenced.

However, SLM launch

tube predictions exhibited a statistically significant negative trend from
overestimation to underestimation.

B-l.l

Measures of Accuracy of Prediction

Four alternative measures of accuracy of prediction are employed in
our statistical analyses.

The first of these measures is concerned with

the accuracy of statements about total inventories in future years.

It

ignores the knowledge of current inventories available to the Secretaries at
the time predictions are made.

The remaining three measures differ in

methods used for discounting the Secretaries' information about current inven
tories.

All predictions are evaluated at mid-range.

These measures are

defined as follows:

1-

The ratio of total predicted to actual inventory.

This is

a straightforward measure of accuracy of statements about cumulative
future inventories.

2-

The ratio of predicted to actual change in inventory, adjusted

by subtracting estimated inventory.

The numerator of this ratio

equals the predicted inventory minus the estimate of the actual in
ventory at the time the prediction was made.

The denominator equals

the official post-deployment estimate of inventory, for the prediction
target year, minus the same quantity that is subtracted from the numer
ator.
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It will be recalled that the official Secretary of Defense
predictions are made at the beginning of the year (January or

February, or more rarely, March or April), whereas the official
estimates of inventories after deployment refer to mid-years

(July).

The estimate of the actual inventory for the beginning

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

of each year was derived by interpolation between the July figures.
These estimates are also fairly good approximations to those
available to the Secretary at the time he makes his forecasts.

The Secretary's estimates of cumulative inventories are not, of
course, computed in the same way by interpolation, since the

following July's official inventory figure is not available at
prediction time.

However, recent information about starts, con

struction in progress, and completions will compensate for this.
As a consequence, the Secretary's estimates of current inventory
at the time of prediction are based upon considerable hard
evidence.

3.

The ratio of predicted to actual change in inventory, adjusted

by subtracting short term predictions.

The numerator of this ratio

equals the difference between the long and short term predictions.

The denominator is the difference between estimates of actual inventories for the target years

3

of the two predictions.

When both a

long term and short term prediction are made, the difference between

the two is obviously a prediction about change in inventory between
the years for which the two predictions are made.

This ratio is thus

a measure of the accuracy of this predicted change.

3.

In this report the target year of a prediction refers to the year for which

the prediction is made.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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4.

•

Predicted minus actual average annual change in inventory.

This measure is computed by subtracting the actual cumulative inven
tory for the target year from the predicted cumulative inventory and

dividing by the number of years of the prediction period.
cumulative total inventory at the end of

the inventory at

Alternatively,

the prediction period includes

the time that the prediction was made,

matically removes the amount known by

Since the

this auto

the Secretary at the earlier date.

the measure may also be computed by subtracting the

denominator of the second ratio measure above

by the number of years.

The numerator of

from the numerator and dividing

that ratio divided by the number

of years may be interpreted as a predicted average annual change in in
ventory.

This fourth measure is therefore an estimate of

the difference

between the predicted average annual change in inventory and the actual
annual average change during the prediction period.

B-1.2

Statistical Tests
The statistical analysis of

the measures of accuracy of prediction

described above employed fairly routine statistical procedures.
these statistical tests

depends

from which inferences are
these procedures is that

upon assumptions

to be made.

concerning the sample

An important

assumption for all of

the data are a sample of mutually independent

random variables with a common distribution.
such as

Each of

In non-experimental situations

the present one, where the statistician cannot

control the sampling

design, we expect this assumption to hold only approximately at best.
tests,

together with their individual assumptions,

are described below.

The

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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1.

Sign test.

This

test is distribution free.

We employed it

for the

ratio measures in order to decide whether the probability of underestimating

equals that of overestimating.

The null hypothesis is

that the probability

of the numerator exceeding the denominator equals 1/2, i.e.,
of ratios is drawn from a population with median equal

that the sample

to one.

No assump

tions are made about the form of the distribution function of the ratios.
Under the null hypothesis,

the probability that a given number of

exceed one is given by the binomial distribution.

tives may deviate in either direction.

the ratios

We assume that alterna

Our critical region (i.e.,

the

region for which the null hypothesis would be rejected) is therefore twosided.

If too few or too many

hypothesis.
2.

ratios

The null hypothesis is

that

This is also a distribution-free test.

the two samples are drawn from the same popu

The test procedure is

to combine

and to arrange them in order of size.
by its rank in this

arrangement.

in the smaller sample is

above,

we reject the null

4

The Wilcoxon two-sample test.

lation.

are below one,

the observations from both samples

We then replace each observation

The sum of

the test statistic.

the critical region used is

two-sided.

the ranks of
As

the observations

in the sign test described

We used this test to decide

whether or not learning occurred by comparing our measures of accuracy of

prediction for earlier years
for later years
3.

Trends.

prediction.

4.

This

(first sample) with corresponding measures

(second sample).

The purpose of this test is to detect a trend in accuracy of
In

the present

application,

the dependent variable

test is described in detail in Norman L.

is

our

Johnson and Fred C. Leone,

Statistics and Experimental Design in Engineering and the Physical Sciences,
John Wiley & Sons,

Inc.,

New York,

5-

Op-

cit.,

Vol.

I,

pp.

264-268.

6'

Op-

cit.,

Vol.

I, pp.

382-384.

1964,

Vol.

I,

pp.

260-261.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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measure of accuracy of prediction and the independent variable is the
year.

We make the following assumptions.

The expected values of the

dependent variable for each year fall on a straight line, and deviations
from this regression line are mutually independent.

Furthermore, for a

fixed value of the independent variable, the distribution of these devia
tions is normal with variance not dependent upon the particular value of
the independent variable.

We estimate the parameters of the regression

line by means of least squares.

If the slope of this line is found to be

not significantly different from zero, we conclude that accuracy in pre

diction did not change with time.

For each of our measures of accuracy

of prediction, linear regressions were computed for the entire time period
and, in addition, for the more recent years only, so as to detect a learning
process that may not have started until the later years of the period under

investigation.

On the assumption that alternatives to the null hypothesis

include both negative and positive trends, significance levels were computed
for two-sided tests.

A.

Test for linearity of regression.

The purpose of this test is to answer

the question of whether the assumption of linear regression is justified.
It is appropriate when the alternatives to linearity are not specified.

The

hypothesis of linearity of regression may be tested by means of analysis
of variance.

The test procedure compares the variance of the deviations of

the group means from the estimated regression line with the variance within
groups.

The test statistic is the ratio of the mean square about regression

to the mean square within

groups.

If the hypothesis is true and if the

usual assumptions of normality and the same error variance for each group
hold,

then the numerator and denominator of this ratio are independent esti

mates of the error variance,

7.

Op.

cit.,

Vol.

II,

pp.

and the ratio has an F - distribution.

78-81.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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In the present case, a group is defined by the year in which the pre

diction was made.

This test was applied to the data for the long-term ICBM

launcher predictions for each of the four measures of accuracy of prediction.
5*

st"dent's t test of mean.

We used this test only for the fourth measure

of accuracy of prediction, i.e., the difference between predicted and actual
average annual change in inventory.

lation difference equals zero.

The null hypothesis is that the popu

The test statistic is the ratio of the sample

mean to an estimate of the standard error of the sample mean.

Under the

assumption that the sample is drawn from a normal distribution, this statis

tic is

distributed according to Student's t-distribution.

tests were employed.

Again, two-sided

The mean difference between the predicted and actual

average annual inventory change is reported in the following section whenever

this difference is significant at .05 (i.e., whenever we reject the null
hypothesis).

This test was applied only to the fourth measure of accuracy, because

deviations from normality may be expected to be less serious for this measure

than for the ratio measures.

This is because symmetry is an important deter

minant of the robustness of the t statistic, i.e., its distribution approaches

Student's t-distribution more rapidly for symmetrical than for skewed populations.

8

Under the null hypothesis of no bias the distribution of the differ

ence between predicted and actual mean annual changes is symmetric ; the ratio
measures, however, have skewed distributions.

6«

Student's t test for difference between sample means.

For this test, we

assume that the samples are normal and that they have the same variance.

The

numerator of the test statistic is the difference between the sample means;

the denominator is an estimate of the standard error of this difference.

8.

As in

Kendall, M. G. and Alan Stuart, The Advanced Theory Statistics, Vol. II.

Third Edition, Hafner Publishing Company, New York,

1973,

p.

484.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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the case of Student's t test of mean, this test was applied only to the

fourth of the measures of prediction success.

The purpose of the test

was to compare accuracy of prediction in earlier and later years; twosided tests were employed.

7.

Runs test.

This is a distribution-free test.

It may be used to test

for randomness a sequence of observations, which is ordered in some way.9
The null hypothesis is that the observations are independent of the order

ing.

In our case the ordering is temporal, by year in which the prediction

is made.

The procedure is to compute the median, and to replace each

observation by a plus sign if it is above the median or a minus sign if

it is below the median.
disregarded.

Observations that are equal to the median are

A run is a sequence of like signs.

the number of runs in the sequence of signs.

Our test statistic is

We reject the hypothesis

of randomness if there are too few or too many runs.

This test was used

for the long term predicted average annual changes in inventory of ICBM
launchers.

B-1.3

Detailed Results of Statistical Tests on Long-term Predictions.

The results of these tests are presented in tabular form in Tables B-I,
B-II,

and B-III.

In the present study we regard results as not statistically

significant for levels greater than .05.

1*

Our results are as follows:

Long-term predictions for ICBM launchers.

(See Table B-VI)

Underestimation was statistically significant for all four measures of

prediction success.

For each of the three ratio measures, the hypothesis

that the median ratio equals one is rejected at level of significance

.001.

For the fourth measure, the mean difference between predicted and

9. Langley, Russell, Practical Statistics, Dover Publications
1971, pp. 322-326.
~

New York

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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ELEVEN ICBM LAUNCHER LONG-TERM PREDICTIONS*
(1962 through 1969)

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS

Prediction

Wilcoxon

Success
Trend

Two Sample

Trend for

Test

1965-69

Measure

Sign Test

Ratio of

All 11

Total Pre

6 observations

ratios are

slope =

dicted to

less

Actual

1.

than

r

2

=

.071

.68

Inventory

(Table B-VI)
Significance

Levelb

N.S.C(.72)

.001

N.S.

Ratio of

All 11

slope=-.048

Predicted

ratios are

»

to Actual

less than

Change

1.

in

2

_

On

(See Fig.

4)

(>.05)

.04

Predictions

6 observations

for earlier

slope =

sample were

r2 = .56

better

than

Inventory,

for later

Adjusted by

sample.

.033

significant at
.05 for one
sided test,

Subtracting

but

not for relevant

Estimated

two sided test.

Actual
Inventory

(Table B-XIII)
Significance

Levelb

<.O5,

.04

.001

Ratio of

All 14

For n = 14,

Predictions

Predicted

ratios are

slope=-.063

for earlier

to Actual

less

Change in

1.

than

Inventory,

Adjusted by

r

2

—

For n - 11,
slope=-.078
(See Fig.

Short Term

sample were

• 63

r2=.75

Subtracting

N.S.(.09)

>.01

better

than

-

for later

sample.

3)

Prediction
(Table B-XIV)
Significance

(n = 14)

.0001

.0007

<..!

N.S.(.35)

.001

.001

<.01

N.S.(.15)

Significance

Levelb>d
(n = 11)

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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Table B-I

(Continued)

ELEVEN ICBM LAUNCHER LONG-TERM PREDICTIONS
(1962 through 1969)

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS
Student's t
Test for

Difference
Between Sample

Prediction
Success
Measure
Predicted
minus Actual

Average Annual
Change in

Inventory

Student's t

Means (1962-64)

Test of Mean

Compared with
(1965-69)

Mean

Difference

difference

between predic

equals

-80.1 ICBM's.

(Table B-XV)

ted and actual

Wilcoxon
Two-Sample

Trend for

Test

Trend

Difference
between

-12.59

predicted

was negatively

and actual

greater for

was

second sample.

for second

greater

1965-69

slope =

r

2

=

.40

(See Fig.

2)

sample.

Significance

Levelb

.0001

.003

<.01

".04

N.S.(.4O)

Footnotes:

All predictions are evaluated at mid-range.
Significance levels are for two-sided tests.

N.S. means not significant at level .05 for a two-sided test.
For three of the predictions both 6 month and 18 month short term
predictions were available. (Since the predictions were made sometime
after January 1 and refer to mid-years the actual prediction point was
somewhat less than 6 or 18 months respectively.) in each of these cases

two long term predictions were computed.
Separate analyses were made of
the entire set of 15 predictions and of the subset consisting of 11 pre

dictions obtained by excluding from each of the three pairs of alternative
predictions those based upon the 6 month period. The 18 month prediction
is a somewhat better indicator of the information available at the time
of prediction, since the construction period is about 18 months.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

TABLE B-II

;

TEST FOR LINEARITY OF REGRESSION

LONG TERM PREDICTIONS OF ICBM LAUNCHERS
Ratio of Total Predicted to Actual Inventory
(Table

B-VI, Columns 1 & 7)

Source of Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of

Squares

Mean Square

Residual(about regression line)

9

.1906

.0212

Non-linearity

6

.1404

.0234

F =

Within groups

3

.0502

.0167'

Not sig.

1.4
at

Ratio of Predicted to Actual Change in Inventory, Adjusted by Subtrac
ting Estimated
Actual Inventory

(Table

~1

B-XIII, Columns 1 & 8)

Source of Variation

Degrees <sf
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean Square

Residual(about regression line)

9

.1731

.0192

Non-linearity

6

.1420

.0237

F =

2.3

Within groups

3

.0311

.0104

Not

sig.

;
at

Ratio of Predicted to Actual Change in Inventory, Adjusted by Subtracting Short Taj
Prediction

(Table

B-XIV, Columns 1 & 8)
Degrees of

Source of Variation

Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean Square

'!

■5

1

Residual(about regression line)

9

.1003

.0111

Non-linearity

6

.0864

.0144

F

Within groups

3

.0139

.0046

Not sig.

=

3.1

:
at

Jj
Predicted Minus Actual Average Annual Change in Inventory
(Table

B-XV, Columns 1 & 8)
Degrees of

Source of Variation

Freedom

Sum of

Squares

Mean Square

Residual(about regression line)

9

11,577

1,286

Non-linearity

6

8,939

1,490

Within groups

3

2,637

879

F =

1.7

Not sig. at

_LJ_

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

L_

_LJ_

Am.

JJSL

Table B-IIT

LONG-TEEM PREDICTIONS FOR SLM'S AND BOMBERS'
(1962 through 1972)
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS

Prediction
Weapons

Success

System

Measure.

Sign Test

Medium

Ratio of

Bombers

Total Pre

All 13 ratios Data for

(1965-71)

dicted to
Actual

Trend

are less than 1965-71
1.
Slope -

+ .056

Inventory

r2 - .49

(Table B-VIII)

Wilcoxon

Trend for

Two-Sample

Student's

Later

Student's
t Test for
Difference

Test

t Test

Period

Between

of Mean

Sample Means

1965-67 vs
1968-71

Data for

Predictions
for earlier

Slope =

sample were

worse than

68-71

+ .061

r2 = .69

For later
sample.

Significance
Level
Heavy

Predicted

Bombers

Minus

Excluding

Actual Ave

Heavy

rage Annual

Tankers

Change in

(1967-72)

.0002

,007

<.O5, >.01

.02

Mean
v

difference
equals

-6.33

Inventory

(Table B-XVIX)

1967-69 vs
1970-72
Predictions
for later

Heavy

sample were

Bombers

worse (nega
tively greater
differences)
than earlier
sample.

Significance
Level

.

N.S.C (.17)

.003

.05

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-III

(Continued)

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS
■

Student's
Prediction

Weapons

Success

System

Measure

Heavy Bombers

Ratio of

(1965-72)

14 of the 15

Total Pre

ratios are

dicted to

less than 1.

Sign Test

Trend

•

Wilcoxon

Trend for

Two-Sample

Later

Test

Period

1965-68 vs
1969-72

Data for

N.S.

N.S.

Student's
t Test

of Mean

t Test for

Difference
Between
Sample Means

1969-72

Actual
Inventory

(Table B-VIII
Significance

N.S.

.001

Levelb

(.28)

(>.O5)

(.52)
to

co

Submarine-

Ratio of

All 8 ratios

Launched

Total Pre

are less

Missiles

dicted to

(Sura of SLBM's
and SLCM's)

1.

Actual

(1962-69)

(Table B-VII)

Data for

than

1965-69

Inventory

Significance

Levelb

.008

N.S.

(.14) '

Predicted
Minus Actual
Average

N.S.

(.29)

Data for

Mean

1965-69

difference

vs

equals

1966-69

Annual Change

-35 SLM's

in Inventory

1962-65

(Table B-XVI)
Significance

Levelb

N.S.

(.46)

N.S.

(.74)

.0001

N.S.

(.22)

——^——^—^—^———^_

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-III

(Continued)

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS
StudentTs
Weapons

Prediction
Success

System

Measure

Submarine-

Ratio of

Launched

Total Pre

Missiles

(Disaggregated

dicted to
Actual

Categories)

Inventory

Sign Test

Trend

15 of the 16
ratios were
below 1.

(Table B-VII)
Significance

Level0

All predictions are evaluated at midrange.
Significance levels are for two-sided tests.

'N.S. means not significant at level .05 for a two-sided test.

Wilcoxon

Trend for

Two-Sample

Later

Test

Period

Student's
t Test
of Mean

t Test for

Difference
Between
Sample Means

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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actual average annual change in inventory equals -80.1 ICBM launchers,

and the null hypothesis that the population difference equals zero is
rejected at significance level .001.

For the first ratio (total predicted divided by total actual) no
significant trend was found for the entire period, in spite of the fact

that in successive predictions an increasing proportion of the total
final inventory was known.

Separate analysis for the years 1965-69

showed a significant positive trend (i.e., learning, in this case essentially
an increase in ex post facto knowledge).

However, the Wilcoxon two-sample

test showed no significant difference between the earlier (1962-64)

and

later (1965-69) years.
Each of the other three measures of accuracy of prediction,

those

concerned with changes from an earlier accurately known state,exhibited
a significant negative trend (i.e., unlearning) during the entire period,
taken as a whole, and no significant trend for the later period.

The

Wilcoxon two-sample test and Student's t test for differences between
sample means (1962-64 compared with 1965-69) confirmed these results.
(See Table B-I.)

For each of these four measures the hypothesis that the regression
on time was linear was tested by means of the analysis of variance test

for linearity described above.

In each case, we accepted the linearity

hypothesis, for the departure from linearity was not significant at

.05.

(See Table B-II.)
In addition to the four measures of accuracy of prediction, we

studied the sequence of predicted average annual changes.

Our purpose

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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was to determine how these predictions changed with time.

We used the

runs test to test whether the sequence of predictions of average annual

inventory changes was random.

Our null hypothesis was that these pre

dictions were independent of the time they were made.

An apparent

difficulty in applying this test is that there were two predictions in
each of the years 1963, 1964, and 1965; and it is thus not clear which one
was made first.

In the present case, however, the results of the test

are the same for all the possible alternatives.

The number of runs is 4,

which falls between the .05 critical values of 2 and 9 runs.

Thus on the

basis of this test we would accept the hypothesis of randomness of the
sequence of predicted average annual inventory changes.

We also computed

the linear regression of the predicted average annual change on the year
in which the prediction was made.

The slope of the trend line was not

significantly different from zero.

The t-statistic for the slope was

.43, and r2 = .02.
2.

Long-term predictions for SLMs.

(See Table B-VII)

Underestimation was statistically significant.

For the period under study

(1962-69), two different sets of data were analyzed:

predictions for the

sum of SLBMs and SLCMs and the separate predictions for SLBMs and SLCMs.
Thus there were 8 predictions in the first data set and 16 predictions
in the second data set.

Two prediction success measures were calculated

for the first data set:

the ratio of

total predicted to total actual

inventory and the predicted minus the actual average annual change in
inventory.

mation.

Test results indicated statistically significant underesti

For the latter prediction success measure,

this finding was

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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statistically significant at level <.OO1, and the mean difference between
predicted and actual average annual change in inventory was -35 SLMs
tubes.

Trends were not significant — for either the entire period or

the later period (1965-69).

For the second data set, the prediction success measure used was the

ratio of total predicted to total actual inventory.
statistically significant.
one was rejected at level

3.

Underestimation was

The hypothesis that the median ratio equals
<.001.

(See Table B-II1.)

Predictions for medium bombers. (See Table B-VTII.)

The success

measure employed was the ratio of total predicted to total actual inven
tory.

The sign test showed significant underestimation(<.001). However,

predictions improved during the entire period, i.e., the trend was

positive.

The finding based upon the two-sample Wilcoxon test supported

this conclusion, i.e., predictions for the earlier sample were worse than
for the later sample.

In the case of the medium bombers, it seems the

forecasters continued to expect greater reduction than occurred, but there
was some learning.

4.

(See Table B-III.)

Predictions for heavy bombers excluding heavy tankers. (See Table B-VIII.)

Results of Student's t test showed significant (^.01) underestimation.
The mean difference between the predicted and actual average annual
change in inventory was -6.33 heavy bombers.
significant linear trend.

The data exhibited no

However, a comparison of predictions for

1967-69 with those for 1970-72, by means of Student's t test for dif
ference between means,

indicated that the predictions in the later

years were significantly worse than for the earlier years.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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5*

Predictions for heavy bombers.

(See Table B-VIII.)

Underestimation

was found to be significant (.001) on the basis of the sign test for

the ratios of total predicted to total actual inventory.

These data

showed no significant trend and no significant difference between later
and earlier years (1965-68 versus 1969-72).

B~1'4
1<

Results of Statistical Tests on Short-term Predictions.

Short-term predictions for ICBM launchers. (See Table B-IX.)

No bias in prediction was exhibited by the data.

The median of the ratios

of total predicted to total actual inventory was not significantly dif

ferent from one.

Results were not statistically significant when Student's

t test was applied to the difference between predicted and actual average
annual change in inventory.

Also, for the latter measure, results of

trend and Wilcoxon two-sample tests were not significant.(See Table B-IV.)

The results of the statistical tests of short-term predictions indi
cate that they are relatively unbiased estimates of the net number of

missiles already started, that would be completed in the normal construc
tion period, and in any case, well before the long-term prediction target
date which averages about 4 years for ICBM launchers.

They serve there

fore, as a useful basis for adjusting the long-term predictions so as to
discount for knowledge of launchers already started at the forecasting
date.

2*

Short-term predictions for submarine launched missiles.

No bias in prediction was exhibited by the data.
test and of Student's t test were not significant.

(See Table B-X.)

Results of the sign
Earlier predictions

were overestimates and later predictions were underestimates; there was

a significant trend toward underestimating.

(See Table B-IV.)

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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TABLE B-IV

\

SHORT-TERM PREDICTIONS FOR ICBMs AND SLMsa

j

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS
Prediction

Wilcoxon

Weapons

Success

Systems

Measure

ICBM

Ratio of

7 of the 12

Total Predicted

ratios were

to Actual

above 1.

Launchers
■

Two-Sample
Sign Test

Trend

Test

Student's
t Test

Inventory

(Table B-IX)
Significance

Levelb

N.S.C(.77)

Predicted Minus
Actual Average
. Annual- Change
in Inventory
(Table B-XI)

1964-72

Significance

N.S. (.70)

Levelb
Submarine

Ratio of Total

Launched

Predicted to

Missiles

Actual

(Sum of

Inventory

SLBM and

(Table B-X}

SLCMs)

1964-69 vs
1970-72

N.S.(>.05)

N.S.

(

7i)

Data for

4 of the 7

1965-70

ratios were

Slope =

below 1.

-.019
r

2 _

—

fi.

.04

Earlier
predic-7-.
tions were

overesti
mates i

la

ter ones

were under
estimates.
Significance

Levelb

K.S. (.45)

.03

Predicted Minus

Data for

Actual Average
Annual . Change

1965-70

j

i

Slope =
-12.81

in Inventory

(Table B-XIl)

xZ = .88

Significance

Levelb
a

.002

•

All predictions are evaluated at midrange.

^Significance levels are for two-sided tests.
CN.S. means not significant at level

.05

for a two-sided test.

N.S. (.24)'
]
\

{

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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B"2 lhe Secretary of Defense Long Ranee Pr^-ini-inn.
Laird Years.

~

*■

1970-1972

Th*

tJ—'—^^-

Our analysis has concentrated on the McNamara-Clifford years. Several
reasons determine this focus.

First, these were the years in which theories

of chronic overestimation of adversary forces as the driving engine of
the arms race, and specifically of increased American spending, gained
currency.

Second, the initial drafts of this study were completed in mid-

1973, when there were no post-deployment estimates of Soviet missiles
in operation for years covered by Secretary Laird's predictions.

Third,

the SALT I agreement placed limits on Soviet missile construction, so
that it was conceivable, and actually claimed, that the Soviet missile
construction program was slowed down by the agreement.

A prediction might

then appear to be an overestimate only because it did not take into
account the agreement.

Nonetheless, it may be of some interest to present at least a brief
analysis of the Laird years,

a) The bomber predictions are, of course,

easily checked and not affected by SALT I.

b) The long-terra missile

predictions had target dates of mid-1974 and mid-1975.

A post-deployment

estimate is now available for mid-1974, and a better approximation for
mid-1975 also should be possible.

(In Table B-V however, the actual

inventory for 1974 was estimated on the basis of a short-term projec

tion made in February 1974, and the same number was also assumed for mid-

1975.

The actual figures are likely to be higher, and, when corrected,

underestimates are likely to appear larger and overestimates smaller
or possibly not overestimates at all.)

c) Secretary Laird was conscious

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-V

LAIRD'S PREDICTIONS

(1)

(2)

Date Prediction

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Date Referred

Was Made

to in the

(First-quarter

Prediction

of year)

(3)

System(s)

(raid-year)

Estimated

Predicted
Number

Predicted

Actual

Inventory

1970

1974

ICBM

1300a

1435b,c

1971

1974

ICBM

1362-1490

1435b'C

1970

Ratio: Predicted to Est. Actual
-Low

High

Mid-Range

0.91
0.95

1.04

0.99

1971

1974

Total SLBM's

730-790

636C
720C

1970

1970

Medium Bombers

675-760

730

0.92

1970

1.04

1970

Heavy Bombers

0.98

135-140

145

0.93

0.97

1971

Heavy Bombers

0.95

175-195

195

0.90

1.00

Medium Bombers

0.95

670-715

. 710

0.94

1.01

0.98

t

'

1974-75

1971

•

SLBM-Pol.

560-800

0.88

1.26

1.07

1.01

1.10

1.06

1971

1971

1971

1972

Heavy Bombers

165-195

195

0.85

1971

1.00

1972

Medium Bombers

0.92

620-690

663

0.94

1971

1.04

1974

Heavy Bombers

0.99

100-140

140

0.71

1.00

1972

1972

0.88

Heavy Bombers

140

145

0.97

0.97

0.97

-

.

'"This year, there is no agreed figure for the upper level of the range of estimates, but the minimum level now
indicated is about 1300," Statement of Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird Before the House Subcommittee on
Department of Defense Appropriations on the Fiscal Year 1971 Defense Program and Budget. February 7S iQin •
p.

A-5,

Secret,

FRD,

. .

'

——s—

'

*

■L*"u»

These predictions exclude VRBMs.

cThis number is not a post-deployment estimate, but rather a short-term prediction from the unclassified version
of Report of the Secretary of Defense James R. Schlesinger to the Congress on the FY 1975 Defense

and FY 1975-1979 Defense Program, March 1974.

B

intense

verslon

<

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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of past underestimates, and, in fact, included in one of his Defense

Reports an analysis that listed persistent underestimates for ICBMs dur
ing a four-year period in the late 1960s,

d) Secretary Laird had a

popular image with the press as someone who chronically overestimated.

The biases remaining in the data, and the structural change introduced

by SALT I all run in the direction of making the actual post-deployment
estimates appear smaller than is appropriate.

Therefore, a test using

this data that indicated underestimation in the prediction would be,
a fortiori, evidence of the tendency to underestimate.

All of Laird's predictions that go beyond observables are included in

Table B-V.

These include the long-term predictions in the case of missiles,

and all predictions for bombers.

It will be noted that there are a total

of 12 predictions, and that these refer to the following categories of
weapon systems:

Heavy Bombers.

ICBMs, SLBM-Nuclear, Total SLBMs, Medium Bombers, and

Eleven of the predictions provided ranges, and all but

one of these bracketed the estimated actual inventory.

(In bracketing,

Laird was much more successful than his predecessors.)

The mid-ranges of

these 11 predictions were below the actual in 9 of the total 11 predic
tions.

The probability of 9 or more values falling below the actual,

if it is assumed that the probability of falling above is the same as
that of falling below, is equal to .033.

This would seem to cast some

doubt upon the thesis that Laird was an overestimator.
B-3

Other Predictors Than The Secretaries of Defense.

Our study of intelligence predictions has dealt in particular with

the formal predictions of the Secretaries of Defense in their annual

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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reports to Congress.

There are several cogent reasons for paying primary-

attention to the Secretaries' predictions in a study of the strategic
arms competition.

Even if the predictions cited by the Secretaries were untypical,
they would, nonetheless, be worth primary attention in a study of arms
competition, given their central role in the programming and budgeting
process, and in particular in obtaining support for the Secretaries'

strategic programs in Congress.

However, it is worth asking how the

Secretaries' predictions are related to other sources of intelligence
forecasting.

B~3'1

The Official Consensus of the Intelligence Community.
The first thing to say is that careful reading of the public Defense

Reports reveals that the predictions cited are not personal statements,

but official authoritative ones.

The Secretaries have invariably made

clear that each of the formal predictions they were enunciating represents
a consensus of the intelligence community.

It is still possible, of

course, even though a Secretary uses a subset of official intelligence

predictions, that he .might unwittingly select a biased subset for use in
his Defense Report.

We may ask then, for example, how well do the Secre

tary of Defense's long-range ICBM launcher predictions correspond to

the body of intelligence predictions, some three times larger, which are
the official intelligence consensus.

In general, and in the later years in particular, in any given year

in which forecasts were made, the Secretary's forecasts referred to only

one or two "target" (i.e., forecasted) years, whereas the complete set

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com
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of official predictions made in the same forecasting year covered a greater
number of.target years.

In accordance with the procedure described in a

previous section, each high-low prediction in the larger set of forecasts
was converted into a prediction of the annual average increase at the

mid-range of the high-low bracket.

Then from all the official annual

average increases predicted in the same forecasting year the median annual
average increase was computed.

This median increase was then compared

with each of the one or two increases predicted by the Secretary in that
same forecasting year.

On the assumption that each average annual in

crease predicted by the Secretary had a probability of one-half of being

below (or above) the median of the official predicted increase for that
year, the binomial distribution was used to test the hypothesis that

the Secretaries' selections were representative of the total population
of official predictions.

Three out of nine were below the "median,"

six out of nine above, which, on the binomial distribution is consistent
with the null hypothesis of a fifty-fifty chance for deviation on either
side.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-VI

ICBM LAUNCHER PREDICTIONS THAT GO BEYOND OBSERVABLES
Predicted Operational Soviet ICBM Launchers
Compared to the Actual Number

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

f6)

(7)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory
Date Prediction
Was Made

(First quarter
of year)

Bate Referred
to in the

Prediction

(mid-year)

Estimated

Predicted
Number

Actual
Inventory

Ratio:

Predicted to Estimated Actual

Low

High

Mid-Range

1962

1967

350-650

570

0.61

1 .14

0.88

1963

1967

300-600

570

0.53

1 .05

0.79

1968

475-700

858

0,55

0 .82

0.68

1967

325-525

570

0.57

0 .92

0.75

1969

400-700

1028

0.39

0 .68

0.54

1967

330-395

570

0,58

0 .69

0.64

1970

410-700

1299

0.32

0 .54

0.43

1966

1970

505-795

1299

0,39

0,.61

0.50

1967

1971

805-1080

1513

0.53

0..71

0.62

1968

1972

1020-1251

1527

0.67

0,.82

0.74

1969

1972

1158-1276

1527

0.76

0.,84

0.80

1970

1974

1300-a

1435b»c

0.91

1971

1974

1362-1490

1435b>c

0.95

1. 04

0.99

Average:

0.60

0.82

0.70

1964

1965

a

JSL

i

M

O

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-VI.

(Continued)

a

This year, there is no agreed figure for the upper level of the range of estimates, but the
minimum level now indicated is about 1300," Statement of Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
Before the House Subcommittee on Department ^f Defense Appropriations on the Fiscal Year 1Q71
Defense Program and Budget. February 2S. TQ7n] r

a_^

glL.^

FPr

These predictions exclude VRBMs.

f?^ Zt?n *%T a P08!"^1^""' estimate, but rather a short-term prediction from the unclassi

fied version of Report of the Secretary of Defense James R, Schlesinger to the Congress on the FY 1975

Defense Budget and FY 1975^1979 Defense Program. March 4. 197dT

±2dd-

Notes:

/

\?° ^y/K *»~«*1"" w* »•« those extending far enough Into the future to include
™t
(tesxdss esti»>"« °f launchers already completed and those started but not yet

tx»e when the prediction was made) those that were expected to be newly started after

^

£ P«diction was made and completed by the future date referred to in the prediction.

ICBM launchers these are the predictions for more than 18 months into the future.

(Since the Posture

For

flttlTTS "T Prese\ted in JanuaF °r ^bruary and their predictions, short and long-range, always re

ferred to mid-years
i.e.,

lb-17 months,

they are for four to five months ahead, or for that plus some whole muliiple of twelve,

28-29 months and so forth.)

included JTSe'tSle!11 ^ ^^ StatementS frOm 1962 thr°Ugh 1972 s^isfying the above conditions are
Sources:

The source of each prediction is the classified Posture Statement sent to Congressional Committees
in the first months of the calendar year noted under the heading "Date the Prediction Was Made "

with one exception when the preceding year's prediction was reported in the following year
The
estimated actual inventory figures are Intelligence Estimates made after the actual deployment.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table

B-VII

SLM LAUNCH TUBE PREDICTIONS THAT GO BEYOND OBSERVABLES

Predicted Operational Soviet Submarine-Launched

Missile Launchers Compared to the Actual Number

(2;

(3)

w.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory
Date Prediction
Was Made

(First-quarter
of year)

Date Referred
to in the
Prediction

. (mid-year)

System(s)
Predicted

Predicted
Number

(8)
•

Estimated
Actual

Ratio: Predicted to Est.

Inventory

Low

High

Actual

Mid -Ranee

1962

1966

SLBMs and SLCMs

174

371-399a

0,45

0.45

0 .45

1963

1966

SLBMs and SLCMs

306

371-399a

0.79

0.79

0 .79

1967

SLBMs and SLCMs

342

427

0.80

0.80

0 .80

1964

1969

Total SLBMs

185-236

196

0.94

1.20

1 .07

1965

1970

Total SLBMs

157-248

304

0.52

0.82

0 .67

401-628

674

0.59

0.93

0 .76

Total SLBMs

120-220

304

0.39

0.72

0 .56

SLBMs and SLCMs

440-615

674

0.65

0.91

0 .78

Total SLBMs

185-229

448

0.41

0.51

0. 46

SLBMs and SLCMs

565-645

0.66

0.76

SLBMs - Nuc.13

267-318

440

0,61

0.72

0. 66

Total

340-391

500

0.68

fr.-78

0. 73

0.73

0.82

0, 77

£
to

.SLBMs and SLCMs

1966

1967

1968 .

1970

1971

1972

SLBMs

SLBMs and SLCMs

676-751

852-854a

920-922a

.

0. 71

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-VII (Continued)

(1)

<2>

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory
Date Prediction
Was Made

(First-quarter
of year)

Date Referred
to in the

Prediction

(mid-year)

1969

1972

1970

System(s)
Predicted

Predicted
Number

Estimated
Actual

Inventory

Ratio; Predicted to Est. Actual
Low

High

Mid-Range

SLBMs - Nuc.

286-494

440

0.65

1.12

Total SLBMs

0.89

356-564

500

0.71

SLBMs and SLCMs

0.92

712-920

920-922a

1.13

0.77

1.00

0.89

1974-75

SLBMs-Pol.C

560-800

636d

0.88

1.26

1.07

1974

Total SLBMs

730-790

720d

1.01

1.10

1.06

0.68

0.88

0.78

1971

Average:

I

SLBMs on nuclear-powered submarines.

Predictions for SLBMs on Polaris-like nuclear-powered submarines.

Notes:

^
tabl«?
Sources:

^

z^rto Tabie b-viStateaentS fr0B 1962 throu8h 1972 satisfying the above conditions are

of each Prediction is the classified Posture Statement sent to Congressional Comnittees

in the first months of the calendar year noted under the heading "Date the Prediction Was Made «

?he
~?lmT?"r fT ''" prCrCudluE y^'s P^diction Wa8 reported in the followl™ year '
The estimated actual inventory figures are Intelligence Estimates made after the actual deployment

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-VIII

BOMBER PREDICTIONS THAT GO BEYOND OVSERVABLES
Predicted Operational Soviet Heavy and Medium

Bombers Compared to the Actual Number

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory
Date Prediction

Was Made

Date Referred

Bomber/

to in the

(First quarter
of year)

Tanker

Prediction

System

1965

1967

(mid-year)

1970

1966

1967

Predicted

1967

1968

High

Actual

Mid-Range

210

0 .81

1.00

540-755

0.90

750

0 .72

1.01

Total

710-965

960

0 .74

1.01

0.86
0.87

Heavy

140-180

195

0 .72

0.92

Medium

0.82

,

290-510

730

0 .40

0.70

Total

430-690

925

0 .46

0.75

0.55
0.61

£
f

Heavy

185-215

210

0 .88

1.02

Medium

540-725
725-940

0.95

750

0 .72

0.84

960

0 .76

0.97
0.98

155-195
300-550

195
730

0 .79
0 .41

1.00

0.90

Medium

0.58

Total

455-745 '

0.75

925

0 .49

0.81

0.65

140-155a

155a

0 ,90

1.00

0.95

0 ,65

0.79

0.72

0 .69

0.83

0.76

Heavy

Heavy

Heavy
Medium

1969

Low

Predicted to Est.

170-210

Totala

1968

Inventory

Ratio:

Heavy

Medium

1971

Number

Actual

Medium

Total

1970

Estimated

Predicted

475-580

730

0.87

615-735a

885a

105-130a

145a

0 .72

0.90
0,60

0.81

0 .42
0 .47

0.65

0.56

0 .97

1.07
0.93

0.88

300-425

710

Total3

405-555a

855a

Heavy

140-155a

Medium

600-675

145a
725

0 .83

0.51

1.02

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

r
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Table B-VIII

(2)

(3)

(4)

(Continued)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory
Date Prediction
Was Made

Date Referred

to in the

(First quarter

Prediction

of year)

(mid-year)
1972

Bomber/
Tanker
System

Predicted

Heavya
Medium

1969

1970

135-140a

Heavy

Totala
Heavy

Medium

1971

1972

1972

625-725

760-865*

115-1353

500-600
615-735

135-140a
675-760

Ratio:

Actual

Inventory

145a ,

635-690

780-835cl'

145a
730

875a

145a .

635-690

,

780-835cl'L
145a
730

Predict

Low

High

0.72

0.90

0.64

0 .81

0.66

0.83
0.84

0 .74

0.93

0.97

0.86

0.99

0 .95
0 .92

0.87

0.99

0 .93

0.79

0.93

0 .86

0.75

0.91

0 .83

0.76

0.91

0 .84

Mid-

0 .75

0.93

0.97

0.92

0 .95

1.04

0 .98

0,93

1.03

0 .98

810-900'1

875"

175-195
670-715

195

0.90

Medium

1.00

710

0.94

0..95

Total

845-910

1,01

905

0.93

1.01

0,,98
0 .97

195 h

0.85
0.94

1.00

0.,92

0.91

1,03

0. 97

Total

1971

425-550

Heavy

Medium

1970

105-130a

53O-680a

Total3

1970

Number

Total

Medium

1972

Estimated

Predicted

Heavy

Heavy

165-195

Medium

620-690

Total

785-885

1974

Heavy*

100-1403

140a

0.71

1.00

0. 86

1972

Heavyc

140a

I45a

0.97

0.97

Hi 91_

Averages Heavy:

0.84

0.98

Modi urn:

0.71.

0. 91

0.89

Total:

0.75

0. 80

0.92

0. 83

635-690
858

1.04

0. 99

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-VIII (Continued)

Heavy tankers not included.

bIn those cases where the estimated actual inventory is a range, the midpoint of this range has been used
in computing the ratios of predicted to estimated actual inventories.
Notes:

Throughout the period analyzed the Posture Statements predicted level or reduced heavy and medium bomber

forces.
Since the withdrawal of bombers from a strategic force is not preceded by a substantial period of
visible preparation, all the bomber predictions "go beyond the observables" in the sense defined for
Tables B-VI and B-VII, and all bomber predictions in the Posture Statements from 1962 to 1972 are included in
the table.

Sources:

The source of each prediction is the classified Posture Statement sent to Congressional Committees

in the first months of the calendar year noted under the heading "Date the Prediction Was Made."

The estimated actual inventory figures are Intelligence Estimates made after the actual deployment.

ICBM LAUNCHER SHORT-TERM PREDICTIONS

Predictions that Depend only on Observed Missile Launchers Completed, Observed Launcher
Starts, and Estimated Rates of Completion

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory
Date Prediction
Was Made

(First quarter
of year)

1966

1967
1968

1969
1970

1972

Estimated

Actual

Number

Inventory

Ratio:
L

Predicted to Estimated Actual
High
Mid-Ranee

1964

205-235

188-191a

1.08

1965

235-260

224

1.05

.10

1967

420-476

570

0.74

0 .79

1968

670-764

858

0.78

0 .84

1969

946-1038

1028

0.92

0 .96

1970

1158-1207

1299

0.89

0 .91

1970

1262-1312

1179b

1.07

1971

1393b

1,.09

1360-1439

0,98

1.► 01

1971

1395-1401

1393b

1.00

1972

1407b

1.,00

1381-1407

0.98

0. 99

1972

1527-1587

1527

1.00

1973

1587-1603

1. 02

1550

1.02

li 03

0.96

0. 99

01, 10. 01.4 01.3kM 10.2

1971

Predicted

"

1965

to in the

Prediction
(mid-year)

1

1964

Date Referred

.24 16 .084 9 .10 093 1., 0.3

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-IX

Average j

1 .16

aIn those cases where the estimated actual inventory is a range, the mid-point of this range has been
used in computing the ratios of projected to estimated actual inventories.

b"

These predictions exclude VRBMs. -

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-X

SLM LAUNCH TUBE SHORT-TERM PREDICTIONS

Predictions that Depend only on Observed Missile Launchers Completed, Observed
Launcher Starts and Estimated Rates of Completion

(1)

Date Prediction
Was Made

(First Quarter
of Year)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Prediction and Estimated
Date Referred
to in the

Prediction

(raid-year)

System(s)
Predicted

Estimated
Predicted

Actual

Number

Ratio:

Predicted to Estimated Actual
High

Mean

1964

1964

Total SLBMs

149-164

107

1.39

1.53

1.46

1965

1965

Total SLBMs

125-144

107

1.17

1.35

1.26

SLBMs and SLCMs

300-351

0.94

1.10

1.02

Total SLBMs

133-176

107

1.24

1.64

1.44

SLBMs and SLCMs

380-487

427

0.89

1.14

1.02

Total SLBMs

122-137

107

1.14

1.28

1.21

SLBMs and SLCMs

407-477

427

0.95

1.12

1.04

\ 129-141

121

1.07

1.17

1,12

442-490

469

0.94

1.04

0.99

75-94

120

0.63

0.78

0.70

Total SLBMs

156-175

196

0.80

0.89

0.84

SLBMs and SLCMs

500-543

564

0.89

0.96

0.92

SLBMs - Nuc.b

158-238

232

0168

1.03

D.85

Total SLBMs

236-316

304

0.78

1.04

0.91

SLBMs and SLCMs

592-672

674

0.88

1.00

0.94

1965

1966

1967

1967

1967

1968

Total SLBMs

SLBMs and SLCMs

1968

1969

1969

1970

These predictions exclude VRMs

SLBMs - Nuc.b

315-323a

f

1

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-X (Continued)

(1)
Date Prediction
Was Made

(First Quarter
of Year)

1970

1970

1971

1971

1972

1972

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Prediction and Estimated Actual Inventory

Date Referred
to in the

Prediction

(mid-year)
1970

System(s)
Predicted

Predicted
Number

Estimated
Actual

Inventory

Ratio:
■ Low

Predicted to Estimated Actual
High
Mean

SLBMs - Nuc.

184-248

226C

0.81

0.96

256-320

298C

1.10

Total SLBMs

0.86

1.07

SLBMs and SLCMs

668C

0.97

606-670

0.91

1.00

0.96

1971

SLBMs - Nuc.b

296-376

370

0.80

1.02

0.91

1971

SLBMs - Pol. d

336-352

352

0.95

1.00

Total SLBMs

402-418

0.98

448

0.90

0.93

0.92

SLBMs - Pol. d

448-480

416

1.08

Total SLBMs

1.15

516-520

1.12

500

1.03

1.04

1.04

SLBMs - Pol.d

480-496

416

1.15

Total SLBMs

1.19

564-580

1.17

494

1.14

1.17

1.16

SLBMs - Pol.d

608-640

512

1.19

Total SLBMs

1.25

698-736

1.22

610

1JL4

1.21

1.18

Average:

0.98

1.12

1.05

1972

1972

1973

M
->

f

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-X (Continued)

In those cases where the estimated actual inventory is a range, the mid-point of this range has been used in computing
the ratios of projected to estimated actual inventories.
SLBMs on nuclear-powered submarines.

Excludes six test bed launchers.

Predictions for SLBMs on Polaris-like nuclear-powered submarines.

o

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XI

MEAN ANNUAL SHORT-TERM CHANGE IN INVENTORY OF SOVIET ICBMS
Difference Between Predicted and Actual

(1)

Year
in Which
Prediction
Was Made

1st Quarter

(2)

Year
for Which
Prediction
Was Made

Mid-Year

(7)

(5)
(3)
Actual

Inventory
at time of

Column (l)a

Mean Annual

■

(4)

Actual
Inventory
at time of.

Column (2)b

1964

1964

140

188-191

1965

1965

207

1966

1967

1967

Increase
in Actual

Inventory

(2)-(l)

(6)
Prediction
for year of

Mean Annual
Predicted
Increase
at the

Mid-Range

Column (2)c

(8)
Difference
Between

Predicted
and Actual
Annual
Increase

(7)-(5)d

99

205 -235

160

224

61

.34

235 -260

81

237

570

47

222

1968

420 -476

410

141

858

-81

299

1968

1969

670- -764

714

205

1028

-94

209

1969

946- -1038

1970

943

185

1299

-24

237

1970

1103e

1158- -1207

1970

160

-77

1970

1971

1971

152

1103e

1179e
1393e

1262- -1312

368

1971

1286e

193

216f

1393e

1360- ■1439

198

5

1971

1395- ■1401

1972

1286e

214

1407e

224

10

.81

1972

1381- •1407

1972

-9

1972

1527 V

72

1520

14

1527- ■1587

1973

74

1520

60

1550

20

1587- 1603

50

30

This column is the same as column (4), Table B-IX,

'This column is the same as column (3), Table B-IX.

V

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XI

(Continued)

We (8) is also <g " <*>.
These numbers exclude VRMs.

This estimate of the difference is very probably in error

It WflB \aBaA

„,„

excluding VKBMs obtained early in the stSdy. Z estSS'obtain^ llltl £ 12^9

^f-^P^^-t estate

difference between predicted and actual inventory
on the order of 76 %5 I -I' J
differences in Column (8).
vencory on the order of 76 which is of the

°nd ^P11^ a

same order as the

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XII

Mean Annual Short-term Change in Inventory of Soviet SLMs
Difference Between Predicted and Actual.
(SLBMs & SLGMs Only)
(5)

(1)

Year

in Which

Prediction
Was Made

1st Quarter

Difference
Between

(2)
Year

for Which

Prediction
Was Made

Mid-Year

(3)
Actual

Inventory
at Time of

Column C2)a

(4)
Prediction
for Year of

Column (2)b

Predicted
and Actual

Annual Increase
(2W1)

1965

1965

315-323

300-351

13

1965

1967

427

380-487

3

1966

1967

427

407-477

10

1967

1968

469

442-490

-2

1968

1969

564

500-543

-28

1969

1970

674

592-672

-28

1970

1970

668

606-670

-60

This column is extracted from Column (5), Table B~X
This column is extracted from Column (4), Table B-X

to

Table B-XIII

Change in Completed Soviet ICBM Launcher Inventory Adjusted by Substituting
The Estimated Inventory at the Forecasting Date.

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Ratio Predicted to Actual.

(1)

~—pi

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
Ratio of Predicted
Increase to Actual
Increase (7)/(5)

Year in Which

Year for Which

Actual

Prediction

Actual

Estimated

Prediction

Inventory

Was Made

Inventory

Actual

Was Made

(1st Quarter)

at Time of

(Midyear)

at Time of

Increase

Prediction
for Year of

(4) - (3)

Predicted
Increase

Column (2)c

(6) - (3)

Low

High

Column (l)a

Column (2)b

Midrange

1962

1967

21

570

549

350-650

329-629

.60

1.15

.87

1963

1967

64

570

506

300-600

236-536

.47

1.06

.76

1968

64

858

794

475-700

411-636

.52

.80

.66

1967

140

570

430

325-525

185-385

.43

.90

.66

1969

140

1028

888

400-700

260-560

.29

.63

.46

1964

1965

1967

207

570

363

330-395

123-188

.34

.52

.43

1970

207

1299

1092

410-700

203-493

.19

.45

.32

1966

1970

237

1299

1062

505-795

268-558

.25

.53

.39

1967

1971

410

1513

1103

805-1080

395-670

.36

.61

.48

1968

1972

714

1527

813

1020-1251

306-537

.38

.66

.52

1969

1972

943

1527

584

1158-1276

215-333

.37

.57

.47

The numbers are calculated by linear interpolation of the values of the actual inventory
mid-year. All predictions are assumed to have been made at the first of the year.
b.

This column is the same as column (4) of Table

B-VI

c.

This column is the same as column (3) of Table

B-VI

given for the

r
u
u
i

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XIV

Net Number of Soviet ICBM Launchers Started and Completed in the Prediction Interval
(Change in ICBM Launcher Inventory Adjusted by Subtracting

Short-term Predictions.

(2)

Date Prediction

of Year)
1962

1963

1964

1965

1966
1967

1968

1969

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Predicted Inert* ase

Was Made

(First Quarter

(3)

Ratio Predicted to Actual?)

From

To

(mid-year)

(mid-vear)

1962

1967

1964

1967

1964

1968

1964

1964

Amount of
Predicted
Tfk J± ~* A A m «k

increase

Estimated
Actual

Ratio:

(8)

Predicted to Est. Actual

~~"~~~~—"^__

Increase

Low

High

259-559a

479

0.54

95-365b

1.17

0.85

380

0.25

270-465

0.96

668

0.61

0.40

0.70

0.55

1967

120-290

380

1969

0.32

195-465

0.76

838

0.54

0.23

0.55

1965

1967

0.39

95-135

346

1965

1970

0.27

175-440

0.39

1075

0.33

0.16

0.41

0.29

729

0.12

0.44

0.28

1967

1970

85-319?

Mid-Ran^e

1967

1971

382-596

1968

943

1971

135-316

0.41d

655

0.63d

0.21

0.52d

0.48

1968

172-3276

0.34

1972

1969

669

1972

74-213

0.26d

499

0.49d

0.15

O.37d

1972

100-114*

0.43

1969

0.29

499

1970

1972

0-69

0.20d

228

0.23d

0.21d

0.00

,0.30

,0.15

0.24

0.60

0.42

Averages r

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XIV (Continued)

^
estimate made in 1966 and this is used as a base
d

a:

ln

su<*

Not included in the calculation of the average.

made in 1968 and this is used as a base.

estimate made in 1969 and this is used as a base.

s:

s s:

Ui
Ul
r

of 1970 contains such an estimate

of

contains such an

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XV

Mean Annual Change in Inventory of Soviet ICBMs.

Difference Between Predicted and Actual.

(1)

Year

in which
Prediction

Was Made
1st Quarter
1962

(2)
/Year
for which

Prediction
Was Made
Mid-Year

(7)

(5)
(3)
Actual
Inventory
at time of

Column (l)a

(4)
Actual

Inventory
at time of .

Column (2)

. Mean'Annual

Mean Annual

Predicted

Increase
in actual
Inventory

Prediction

[(2)-(l)]

Column (2}c

[(4)-<3)]

(6)

for year of

Increase
at the

Mid-Range
[(6)—(3)]
f (?} — f\} 1

C8)
Difference
Between
Predicted
and Actual
Annual

Increase

1967

21

570

100

350-650

87

-13

1967

64

570

112

300-600

86

1968

64

-26

858

144

475-700

95

-49

1967

140

570

123

325-525

81

1969

140

-42

1028

161

400-700

75

-86

1967

207

570

145

330-395

62

1970

207

1299

-83

199

410-700

63

-136

1970

258

1299

231

505-795 ■

87

-144

1971

431

1513

240

805-1080

114

-126

1968

1972

714

1527

181

1020-1251

94

-87

1969

1972

943

1527

167

1158-1276

78

-B9

1963

1964

1965

1

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XVI

Mean Annual Change in Inventory of Soviet SLMs

Difference Between Predicted and Actual.
(SLBMs & SLCMs Only)

(1)
Year

in Which
Prediction
Was Made

1st Quarter

(5)
Difference

(2)
Year

for Which
Prediction
Was Made

Mid-Year

Between

(3)
Actual

(4)
Prediction
for Year of

Inventory
at Time of

Column (2)a

Predicted
and Actual

Column (2)b

(2W1)

1962

1966

371-399

174

-47

1963

1966

371-399

306

-23

1963

1967

427

342

-19

1965

1970

674

401-628

-29

1966

1970

674

440-615

-33

1967

1971

852-854

565-645

-55

1968

1972

920-922

676-751

-46

1969

1972

920-922

712-920

-30

This column is extracted from Column (5), Table

B-VII

This column is extracted from Column (4), Table

B-VII

'

Annual Increase

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

Table B-XVII

Mean Annual Change in Inventory of Heavy Bombeis (Excluding Tankers).
Difference Between Predicted and Actual.

(1)

(2)

Year

■ ,

in Which

Year

for Which

Prediction

Prediction

Was Made

:

(3)
Actual.

(4)
Actual

Mean Annual
Increase

in Actual

Predicted

(6)

Increase
at the

(8)
Difference
Between
Predicted

and Actual

Was Made

Inventory

at Time of

Mid-Year

Column (l)a

at Time of

1967

1968

158

155

-2

140-155

-7

-5

1967

1971

158

145

-3

105-130

-9

-6

1968

1969

158

145

-9

140-155

-7

2

1968

1972

158

145

-3

105-130

-9

-6

1969

1970

150

145

-3

135-140

-8

-5

1969

1972

150

145

-1

115-135

-7

-6

1970

1970

145

145

0

135-140

-15

-15

1971

1974

145

140

-1

100-140

-7

-6

1972

1972

145

145

0

-10

-10

Column (2)

Inventory

(2W1)

Prediction
for year of

Mid-Range

This column is the same as column (4), Table B-VIII

W (8) is also

Annual
Increase

Column (2)c

00

I

140

The numbers are calculated by linear interpolation of the values of the actual inventory given
for the midyear. All predictions are assumed to have been made at the first of the year.

This column is the same as column (5), Table "B-VIII
c

Mean Annual

Inventory

1st Quarter

a

(7)

(5)

Table B-XVIII

Source: http://www.albertwohlstetter.com

OPERATIONAL SOVIET ICBM LAUNCHERS, SLM launch TUBES
AND BOMBERS ESTIMATED AFTER ACTUAL DEPLOYMENT
ICBMs

Mid-

Total

Year

Launchers*

1963

91

1964

1965
1966

1967

188-191

Medium
Bombers

80

27

107

80

27

107

259-267

800-875

40-45

Total Heavy
and Medium

Sub-Total

(Inc.Tankers^

195-215

1120-1165

160-175

200-220

1000-1095

925-950

27

107

315-323

250

770-820

45-55

264-292

160

80

205-215

27

107

371-399

975-1035

745-785

45-55

320

155

80

200-210

27

107

945-995

427

750

50

160

210

43

121

960

469

730

50

155

205

120

196

935

564

725

50

145

195

920

674

730

50

145

195

925

570

1028

1299
1513
1527

348

78

368

76

370

72

232

304

404-406

72

376

448

'852-854

710

50

145

195

440

905

500

920-922

635-690

50

145

195

830-885

420-422

60

Excluding test-site and training launchers.
Source:

Total

80

1969

1972

Launchers

SLBM

and SLCM
Launchers

208-216

858

1971

Launchers
Nuclear

224

1968

1970

SLCM

152-160

.Total

SLBM

Intelligence estimates.

h
m

vc

'

